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Abstract 

 

New forms of tourism are on the rise where the incentive to travel is not primarily induced by 

a country’s heritage, but by mediatized narratives, characters and locations starring in products 

such as movies, comics and literature. This so-called contents tourism is considered promising 

by some, but the question is: who benefits? Europe is often understood as the old continent, a 

place with a rich history. Modern products capitalize on this sense of oldness and tell new 

narratives, providing Europe with new identities. These differing identities create challenges 

for cities and therefore demand to be mitigated. 

Utilizing the Japanese concept of contents tourism, this thesis aims to shed a light on 

the impact of these forms of tourism on city identities. This provides a better understanding on 

how interests, and entwined identities, challenge one another in European cities. Three case 

studies are employed: Harry Potter tourism in Oxford, tourism induced by the Millennium series 

in Stockholm and Twilight tourism in the Italian city of Volterra. It argues that there are three 

ways in which a city can perceive identities brought about by contents tourism: acceptance, 

indifference or reluctance. Not all alternative identities are considered challenging, but contents 

tourism influences city identities regardless.   

 

Key words: contents tourism; Europe; heritage; identity; popular culture. 
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1 – Introduction 

 

The year is 2009. The second movie iteration in the Twilight series just found its way into 

virtually every cinema in the world. While the vampire film is mostly set in the rainy American 

village of Forks, about fifteen minutes of fame are reserved for the Italian city of Volterra.1 

Inhabitants would feel the impact of those scenes, for it did not take long before fans started 

flocking to the city to re-experience key moments of the vampire drama. For decades, middle-

aged tourists would come to sniff the history of centuries-old Volterra, but suddenly the 

demographic lopsided and young girls dominated the city’s streetscape. Volterra had prided 

itself on its many historical sites reminding anyone of its rich heritage, harking back to the 

Etruscans, Romans and the Middle Ages. The new visitors only seemed to see housings for 

vampires instead. Two seemingly irreconcilable, divergent ways of understanding Volterra 

were the result.  

This seems like a dangerous concoction: identities and interests are at stake. A city that 

promotes itself primarily through its history, has a lot to lose if its brand changes or gets 

tarnished. Volterra knows tourism matters: it is one of its most lucrative industries and thus 

there is a lot at stake. The identity Volterra wishes to project of itself is that of an historical city, 

promoting its heritage and attracting tourists interested in particularly that. Yet, contemporary 

mediatized products ignore that and instead wrap the sense of oldness of the city in a modern 

layer, obfuscating the actual past. Tourists induced by Twilight project a new identity, a city of 

vampires, on Volterra. Both the tourists interested in the heritage of the city and the ones 

seeking vampire drama, demand their destination to match the expectations they have 

beforehand. Thus the challenge for Volterra was how to mitigate the images, values and ideas 

projected by Twilight tourism on the city. 

Volterra is not the only city to deal with this phenomenon. In fact, it is one of many 

places all over the world experiencing the impact of what can be called contents tourism – 

tourist behaviour where the contents of media-experiences form its catalyst.2 Here tourism 

induced by narratives, characters and locales from different kinds of media, combines both the 

influence of media and the impact of tourists on a location. Where media can frame cities and 

countries in certain ways, it is tourists who visit cities and directly impose this perception on 

                                                           
1 Although set in Forks and Volterra, the films are not shot there.  
2 Some popular examples in the rest of the world are Lord of the Rings tourism in New Zealand, pilgrimages to 
Elvis Presley’s Graceland and Star Wars’ fans’ journeys to shooting sites in Tunisia.  
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the visited sites. As the worldwide entertainment industry is set to expand further, this predicts 

an increase in tourism induced by the products of these industries.3  

It is especially in Europe where contents tourism can prove challenging. Like Volterra, 

many cities in Europe find its identity in their rich past. Commonly referred to as the old 

continent, Europe is host to a plurality of cities where the old gets treasured as cultural heritage. 

They are considered “cradles of history and culture, of social and cultural life, rich in heritage 

building”. 4  European cities in particular commonly identify themselves through their long 

history and pride themselves on it. This brand of historicity also sells. Europe, attracting over 

half of the world’s international tourists, can call itself the most visited region of the world and 

the tourist sector contributes close to ten per cent of the European Union’s Gross Domestic 

Product.5 Many tourist-historic cities function more or less as open-air museums, using urban 

space for preserving and promoting heritage sites.6 These do not actually produce a large 

quantity of export products though, and an important income source is the tourism industry.  

Contents tourism in Europe can thus be expected to be met with objections not only 

because it may challenge the hegemonic cultural identity of a city, but also since it may have 

an economic impact. Both identities and interests come together. On a broader level this is true, 

for tourism is part of a dynamic discourse on the cultural identities of cities and different 

interests and identities can vie for a dominant narrative on how to understand a city. Group 

identity, on whatever scope, is defined by a dominant group that largely excludes the 

perceptions of marginalized members of the respective group. As such, a particular place 

identity benefits some groups more than it does others.7 The influence of contents tourism can 

thus also say something about how hegemonic narratives deal with alternatives.  

                                                           
3 PwC expects the global entertainment and media revenues to rise from about 1,64 trillion euro in 2014 to 
2,23 trillion euro in 2019 – 1,74 trillion and 2,23 trillion dollars respectively. PwC, “Global Entertainment and 
Media Outlook 2015-2019 - Beyond Digital: Empowered Consumers Seek out Tailored, Inspiring Content 
Experiences That Transcend Platforms,” PwC, 2015, http://www.pwc.com/gx/en/industries/entertainment-
media/outlook/global-data-insights.html. 
4 Myriam Jansen-Verbeke and Els Lievois, “Analysing Heritage Resources for Urban Tourism in European Cities,” 
in Contemporary Issues in Tourism Development, ed. Douglas G. Pearce and Richard W. Butler (London: Routledge, 
1999), 81. 
5 World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), “UNWTO Annual Report 2014” (Madrid: World Tourism Organization 
(UNWTO), 2015), 12, http://dtxtq4w60xqpw.cloudfront.net/sites/all/files/pdf/unwto_annual_report_2014.pdf; 
Directorate-General for Enterprise and Industry, “Guide on EU Funding for the Tourism Sector 2014 – 2020” 
(European Commission, July 2015), 
http://ec.europa.eu/DocsRoom/documents/9501/attachments/1/translations/en/renditions/native. 
6 Gregory J. Ashworth and John E. Tunbridge, The Tourist-Historic City, Advances in Tourism Research (New 
York: Routledge, 2000). 
7 Sunny Jeong and Carla Almeida Santos, “Cultural Politics and Contested Place Identity,” Annals of Tourism 
Research 31, no. 3 (2004): 653–654. 
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To get a better understanding of how challenging identities and interests are mitigated 

when it comes to tourism and cities, this thesis will explore the influence of contents tourism 

on the cultural identities of historic European cities. How much –  if at all – are some of these 

cities influenced by this kind of tourism, to what extent do these result in conflicts and how are 

challenges then mitigated? Researching the responses to different identities and interests of 

stakeholders brought about by this tourism, provides an understanding of its impact and how 

challenging narratives can be dealt with. As contents tourism can come about sudden and 

European cities have identities and interests at stake, it is imperative to understand how this 

relatively new phenomenon can have an impact. This research aims to explore the impact of 

European cities specifically, since the old continent is commonly visited by tourists because of 

its rich past. How cities in this context deal with contents tourism is therefore particularly 

interesting, also because this has not been researched before. 

In order to understand the influence of contents tourism on the cultural identities of 

historic European cities, context dependent examples will be explored. The three case studies 

analysed here are, in order of appearance, Harry Potter tourism in Oxford, the earlier mentioned 

Twilight visitors in Volterra and tourism induced by Stieg Larsson’s popular crime series 

Millennium in Stockholm. The Harry Potter narrative does not officially make a visit to Oxford, 

but instead the movies were shot at Oxford University’s historic buildings. Twilight is an all-

American phenomenon of which the second iteration poured the series’ imagined mythology 

into a historic Italian city. The Millennium series is not steeped as much into the past, but instead 

paints a gritty, contemporary image of the capital of Sweden. How different stakeholders deal 

with this hard image of the soft city of Stockholm, demands to be questioned.  

The case studies have been selected primarily because of their importance in popular 

culture. All three are among the most well-known contemporary phenomena of the last decades 

which induced contents tourism to historic European cities. Therefore, the chances the local 

municipality and tourism board had to respond – in some way at least – are high. This in turn 

provides a glimpse on how hegemonic narratives work and how they deal with alternatives. In 

addition, the cities researched in the case studies all have a significant tourism industry, making 

the potential impact of contents tourism on both identity and interests big.  

The structure followed by this study is fairly straightforward. First some background 

information will be dealt with, before the case studies are addressed. It is important to notice 

that this thesis deals with two disciplines; it positions itself where tourist and media studies 

overlap. That merits some explaining. This, more on the methodological background and some 

of the limitations of the research are detailed in Chapter 2. To understand the phenomenon of 
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identity clashes in historical cities in Europe, ironically this thesis makes use of a concept from 

Japan, namely contents tourism. This term does not limit itself on one medium, such as film 

tourism or literature tourism, but encapsulates all tourism induced by narratives from 

mediatized products. The subsequent chapter provides more details on what this little-known 

concept means and argues for its value in this research. Chapter 4 sets the stage for the 

competition between different identities, most notably between how cities tend to promote 

themselves and what contents tourism deals with. It also serves as a general introduction to the 

case studies. The subsequent three chapters are this study’s case studies, dealing with Oxford, 

Volterra and Stockholm respectively. In each of these chapters, theoretical background 

necessary to understand the case studies is given in conjunction with the state of affairs in each 

of the cities. Chapter 8 juxtaposes the findings of the case studies, culminating in the general 

conclusion of Chapter 9.  
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2 – Setting the stage: methodology 
 

In this study, identities take the central stage. Behind understanding an object or location as 

heritage, or as a gateway to a mediatized narrative, is the construction of narratives on identity. 

Texts do not just provide labels; they present narratives on identity as reality.8 As this thesis 

aims to highlight, these imaginings can conflict. Simply put, this is the fault line between 

heritage tourism and the conceptualizations of contents tourists, or the playing field in which 

cultural identity operates, shaped by a struggle of power and ideologies, identities and interests. 

This understanding leads to a social constructionist approach, where there can be 

multiple realities, each competing for legitimacy. A city does not have one identity, but can 

have a plurality. A fitting methodology is a Foucauldian discourse analysis. This deals with 

power relationships, expressed through texts and their language. What is said and what is 

obfuscated? Through a discourse analysis it is possible to better understand the hegemonic 

narrative prevalent in cities and perhaps see how alternative narratives are dealt with. This 

research is underpinned by qualitative research methods to look at alternative narratives. Not 

only secondary sources are employed to understand the hegemonic identity of a city, but these 

are complemented by correspondences with individuals working in the field of tourism or in 

the political spectrum based on grounded theory.  

 For every one of the case studies, I gathered primary data primarily through qualitative 

research methods by reaching out to municipalities, sites and tourism bureaus. The 

correspondence with parties in question, through e-mail, I complimented with information from 

academic papers, websites and newspaper articles. In the case of Stockholm, I participated in 

The Millennium Tour myself. As for Oxford and Volterra, I made due by reading consumer 

experiences of tours in these respective cities. In general, the texts used and analysed are 

constrained by availability, language barriers and physical limitations.  

I am aware that it benefits the persuasiveness of the paper to include more case studies, 

especially to extent the scope to locations where visitors gather because of cultural phenomena 

that are not as big as Harry Potter, Twilight and Millennium. On the one hand, space and time 

constraints limit my possibilities. On the other hand, the cultural phenomena are big enough to 

leave a clear enough mark on the cities in question, making research feasible. This increases 

the availability of sources and texts.   

                                                           
8 Emma Waterton, “Branding the Past: The Visual Imagery of England’s Heritage,” in Culture, Heritage and 
Representation: Perspectives on Visuality and Past, ed. Emma Waterton and Steve Watson (Surrey: Ashgate 
Publishing, Ltd., 2010), 156. 
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The research conducted in this thesis is important to get a better understanding of the 

impact tourism can have, especially the consequences of new, yet limitedly researched, forms 

of tourism. When it comes to tourism studies, the academic field is commonly divided roughly 

in two. Either scholars focus on the tourist experience, where keywords such as authenticity, 

destination image and commodification shape the debate, or academics research the business 

and policy side of tourism, the area where policies are employed for maximum benefit. The 

question that is not allowed much attention in the debate is who actually benefits and whether 

the tourist experience is in fact in competition with the interests and identities of others. This 

thesis thus positions itself in the middle of these two common directions of tourism studies by 

focusing on power relations instead, a position that has thus far not been taken in connection to 

the relation between identities and tourism. In addition, this study combines research from 

tourism studies and the discipline of media studies. This is important to note, since media and 

tourism industries differ when it comes to their contexts.9 Media Studies primarily occupies 

itself with studying media and the society it helps shape. In this research, it is not the impact of 

media on society that is the centre of attention, but its influence in combination with tourism. 

This study has its limitations. I recognize identities have an intricate relationship with 

nationalism. National identities are formed by an imagined community through connecting 

individual to a historic tradition by artefacts and shared narratives.10 Through heritage, countries 

can create a national narrative emphasizing a national identity. This is ultimately also what can 

help shape identities of historic cities. I understand identities of different levels can interact and 

compete as well, yet it goes beyond the scope of this article to detail this debate; it would make 

this thesis overly complex. As such, I only detail those interconnected aspects of nationalism 

that relate to national identity and to a lower level, to city identities.  

 Another self-imposed limitation is not putting too much emphasis on the complexities 

of cultural policies. The relevance of cultural policy in relation to tourism is successfully 

explained by Jim Butcher, expert on modern tourism at Canterbury Christ Church University 

College, who argues that “[h]istoric buildings, cultural events, galleries, museums, events and 

also the planning and design of public spaces contribute to cultural capital” and these “are all 

                                                           
9 David Crouch, Rhona Jackson, and Felix Thompson, “Introduction: The Media and the Tourist Imagination,” in 
The Media and the Tourist Imagination: Converging Cultures, Contemporary Geographies of Leisure, Tourism and 
Mobility (New York: Routledge, 2005), 6. 
10 Catherine Palmer, “Touring Churchill’s England: Rituals of Kinship and Belonging,” Annals of Tourism Research 
30, no. 2 (2003): 427; Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities: Reflections on the Origin and Spread of 
Nationalism, Revised and Extended edition (first published in 1983) (London; New York: Verso, 1991). 
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part of the remit of the public sector hence the importance of policy”.11 This research will talk 

about cultural policies when necessary, but does not deem it necessary to explain as much the 

theoretical background of the field. That is because the debate is cluttered with poststructuralist 

discussions on the conceptual level, often without returning to actual practical implications. In 

addition, cultural policy studies tend to discuss the national level, without zooming in. 

Moreover, contents tourism is not on the radar as much as heritage is, so state cultural policy 

still retains a strong bias towards museums and galleries.  

  

                                                           
11 Jim Butcher, “Cultural Politics, Cultural Policy and Cultural Tourism,” in Cultural Tourism in a Changing World: 
Politics, Participation and (Re)presentation, ed. Melanie Smith and Mike Robinson (Clevedon: Channel View 
Publications, 2005), 22. 
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3 – Contents tourism 
 

3.1 - Rise of new forms of tourism 

Scholars and governments have been aware of the potential of media to induce tourism for 

decades. In fact, numerous studies have shown the pivotal role media play in influencing 

cognitive and affective images of sites, confirming and reinforcing particular destination images 

and shaping tourists’ travel motivations.12 A city can gain increased popularity utilizing the 

contents of mediatized products. For example, The Sound of Music movie (1965) added a mass 

dimension to tourism in Salzburg.  

Research on tourism has explored a wide variety of concepts referring to media-inspired 

travel behaviour. In the English literature these studies are often categorized in terms of media 

format, which means there is for instance music tourism, literature tourism, film-induced 

tourism and TV tourism. Criticism has been voiced most notably by recent academic work: 

some argue it is important to look at different movie genres and their tourism-inducing 

properties.13 Others state that the actual link between the components of media and subsequent 

tourism remain under-researched and argue that another way to look at it would be to see in 

what way celebrities of the movie world can induce tourist behaviour.14 A minority suggests 

film tourism is overly represented and calls for attention towards less-researched forms, such 

as music tourism.15  

Only recently has the English-speaking literature addressed the complications and 

inaccuracies of researching by dividing into media formats altogether.16 In modern capitalist 

                                                           
12 Richard W. Butler, “The Influence of the Media in Shaping International Tourist Patterns,” Tourism Recreation 
Research 15, no. 2 (January 1, 1990): 46–53; W. Glen Croy, “Planning for Film Tourism: Active Destination Image 
Management,” Tourism and Hospitality Planning & Development 7, no. 1 (February 1, 2010): 21–30; Chieko 
Iwashita, “Media Representation of the UK as a Destination for Japanese Tourists,” Tourist Studies 6, no. 1 (April 
1, 2006): 59; Hyounggon Kim and Sarah L Richardson, “Motion Picture Impacts on Destination Images,” Annals 
of Tourism Research 30, no. 1 (2003): 216–37; Jennifer H. Laing and Geoffrey I. Crouch, “Exploring the Role of the 
Media in Shaping Motivations Behind Frontier Travel Experiences,” Tourism Analysis 14, no. 2 (2009): 187–98; 
Sue Beeton, Takayoshi Yamamura, and Philip Seaton, “The Mediatisation of Culture: Japanese Contents Tourism 
and Pop Culture,” in Mediating the Tourist Experience: From Brochures to Virtual Encounters, by Caroline Scarles 
and Jo-Anne Lester (Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2013), 142. 
13 Sangkyun Kim and Philip Long, “Touring TV Soap Operas: Genre in Film Tourism Research,” Tourist Studies, 
May 30, 2012, 173–85. 
14 Soojin Lee, David Scott, and Hyounggon Kim, “Celebrity Fan Involvement and Destination Perceptions,” Annals 
of Tourism Research 35, no. 3 (2008): 809. 
15 Warwick Frost, “Popular Culture as a Different Type of Heritage: The Making of AC/DC Lane,” Journal of 
Heritage Tourism 3, no. 3 (August 1, 2008): 177. 
16 Philip Seaton and Takayoshi Yamamura, “Japanese Popular Culture and Contents Tourism – Introduction,” 
Japan Forum 27, no. 1 (January 2, 2015): 1–11. 
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societies, the consumer market gets flooded with more and more franchises, which bring more 

and more sequels, prequels and a wide diversity of merchandising. One example is The Lord 

of the Rings, which does not comprise of just J.R.R. Tolkien’s novels or Peter Jackson’s movie 

adaptations, it also includes videogames, soundtracks, toys, collectibles, jewellery, clothing and 

a whole range of other goods. As such, touristic behaviour induced by The Lord of the Rings 

cannot be called literature tourism, nor can it be framed as film-induced tourism. The whole 

intellectual property influences tourists into searching for locations in some way important for 

fans. 

There are some ways to refer to this kind of tourism without using definitions limited 

by media format. However, the two most obvious terms, media-induced tourism and popular 

culture tourism, are both overarching labels hardly in use and without clear conceptualization. 

Media-induced tourism is in itself an inadequate term, for every tourist motivation is to some 

extent influenced by a medium, such as orally, through flyers or through electronic media. 

 The notion of popular culture tourism is another story altogether; it is unworkable. Tony 

Bennett, academic on cultural studies, already stated in 1980 that “as it stands the concept of 

popular culture is virtually useless, a melting pot of congused and contradictory meanings 

capable of misdirecting inquiry up any number of theoretical blind alleys”.17 An introductory 

reader to cultural theory and popular culture provides no less than six differing definitions of 

popular culture and states its main argument is that the term is “an empty conceptual 

category”.18 The  complexity of the concept is obfuscated in tourism literature on the subject. 

Articles limit their definition of popular culture tourism to one-sentence phrases such as: 

“[p]opular culture (pop-culture) tourism refers to tourism induced by pop-culture including film, 

media, literature, and music”.19 What remains unclear is what popular culture actually means. 

Another issue of the concept of popular culture tourism is the way it is utilized in practice. 

Research is still often broken up by different media formats and a strong bias towards movies 

is apparent. Articles on popular culture tend to fall in the film tourism category.20 

                                                           
17  As quoted in: John Storey, Cultural Theory and Popular Culture: An Introduction, Fifth edition (Pearson 
Longman, 2008), 1. 
18 Ibid., 1–13. These definitions and differing views are in short: (1) culture that is widely favoured by many 
people; (2) culture that is left over after you decide what high culture is; (3) ‘mass culture’; (4) culture that comes 
from ‘the people’; (5) the site where subordinate groups and dominant groups struggle; (6) there is no distinction 
between high and popular culture in postmodern society. 
19 Sojung Lee and Myongjee Yoo, “Examining Celebrity Fandom Levels and Its Impact on Destination Loyalty,” 
Journal of Quality Assurance in Hospitality & Tourism 16, no. 4 (October 2, 2015): 369. 
20 Sue Beeton, Film-Induced Tourism, Aspects of Tourism (Bristol: Channel View Publications, 2005). 
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The contemporary state of tourism calls for a better concept. As mentioned in the 

introduction, contents tourism, a Japanese concept that has not yet found root in the English 

scholarly works on tourism, helps better understand the tourism phenomenon discussed in this 

paper and provides a suitable alternative for the lacking concepts mentioned earlier. In the 

Japanese language no common word for popular culture tourism exists and instead the name 

kontentsu tsūrizumu (contents tourism) rose to fill this void.21 Interestingly, its meaning is 

different than the words used in the English-speaking tourism studies’ field and beyond.  

 

3.2 - Conceptualizing contents tourism 

The concept of contents tourism came about as part of Japan’s shift from its old industries 

towards  creative, media products and the cool image related to it. This slow change occurred 

during the 1990s. While other industries suffered severely from the popping of the bubble 

economy in the late 1990s, teen-focused entertainment, in particular the multimedia culture, 

became one of the fastest growing industries of Japan. As traditional power structures collapsed, 

the image of “Corporate Japan”, iconized by serious, hardworking salarymen, shifted into that 

of playful “Cool Japan”.22  The domestic importance and profitability of Japanese popular 

culture grew and Cool Japan rapidly turned into one of the country’s most profitable exports. 

The economic success and promise of Cool Japan, in conjunction with a decline of Japan’s 

traditional industries, prompted the Japanese government to introduce the Intellectual Property 

Strategy Program (Chitekizaisan Suishin Keikaku).23 This national policy of 2002 served to 

promote innovative creative products, focusing on intangible intellectual property, and was led 

by products such as manga, anime and videogames.24 Cool Japan was quickly perceived by 

scholars and the government alike as a strategic political tool to expand Japan’s soft power 

abroad.    

 The Japanese government started calling this newly fledged industry the kontentsu 

industry, or the contents industry. Similar to how for example media moguls talk about the need 

                                                           
21 The word kontentsu is an English loan word, but is not easily translatable. First of all, it is Japanese-made English 
(wasei eigo), which signifies the meaning is different from the English ‘contents’. Second, it denotes plurality. 
Even though ‘content’ industry would be grammatically correct and is used in English documents by the Japanese 
ministries, using ‘contents’ is more accurate. This is because it is closer to the Japanese sound and describes the 
plurality of the contents themselves. 
22 Michal Daliot-Bul, “Japan Brand Strategy: The Taming of ‘Cool Japan’ and the Challenges of Cultural Planning 
in a Postmodern Age,” Social Science Japan Journal 12, no. 2 (2009): 247–248. 
23 Ibid., 248. 
24 MLITT, “映像等コンテンツの制作・活用による地域振興のあり方に関する調査 (Research on how to do 
regional development through the production and utilization of contents such as film footage),” March 2005, 1, 
http://www.mlit.go.jp/kokudokeikaku/souhatu/h16seika/12eizou/12eizou.htm. 
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to create valuable content, the government of Japan sees films, dramas, manga, animation 

productions, videogames and the like as contents. The economic potential of this contents 

industry was already clear when money started pouring in in the 1990s, but a report in 2005 by 

the Ministry of Land, Infrastructure, Transport and Tourism (MLITT) also took note of its other 

uses. First of all, contents tourism has potential for local development; it is a good way to 

promote regional projects such as locally filmed movies. This report was the first time the 

Japanese government took note of the potential of contents to induce tourism and thus 

introduced the term kontentsu tsūrizumu in their official language. The decade since, Japanese 

scholars have picked up on the idea and started conducting case studies. Its increasingly 

growing in importance, but most of the scholarly work on the topic originates from Hokkaido 

University, which also created its own Journal of Contents Tourism.25 Unfortunately, only 

recently some research has been published in English, introducing key concepts and findings 

overseas.  

Contents tourism is not just the contents of media-experiences forming the catalyst for 

inducing tourist behaviour. When MLITT coined the concept, it described contents tourism as 

a form of tourism where a regional tourist industry and its affiliated industries can be promoted 

through content. The basis of this branch of tourism is supposed to be the addition of a 

characteristic regional image by employing the ‘narrative qualities’ (monogatari-sei) and 

‘themes’ (teema-sei) inherent to contents to create tourism resources.26 While most media-

induced forms of tourism emphasize a specific medium, contents tourism emphasizes the multi-

use and franchise-creating of narratives, characters, locations and other creative elements of 

popular culture expressions which partially or fully motivate tourism.27 As eloquently stated by 

tourism scholars Beeton, Yamamura and Seaton: “the attraction of film and popular culture is 

greater than the sum of its parts, imparting a sense of purpose to tourists following the path of 

the meanings (or contents) inherent in popular culture”.28 As such, it is not necessarily about 

specific products; the most successful cases are brought about by leveraging an intellectual 

property to new heights by selling it in different shapes and forms.  

                                                           
25 Most academics writing about the topic are in some way affiliated with that university. This is also the case for 
Philip Seaton, who is co-responsible for having brought the concept to the English academic world in 2013. See  
Beeton, Yamamura, and Seaton, “The Mediatisation of Culture: Japanese Contents Tourism and Pop Culture.” 
26 MLITT, “映像等コンテンツの制作・活用による地域振興のあり方に関する調査,” 49. 
27  Seaton and Yamamura, “Japanese Popular Culture and Contents Tourism – Introduction,” 2; IJCT, 
“International Journal of Contents Tourism,” International Journal of Contents Tourism, accessed February 4, 
2016, http://www.cats.hokudai.ac.jp/ijct/. 
28 Beeton, Yamamura, and Seaton, “The Mediatisation of Culture: Japanese Contents Tourism and Pop Culture,” 
139. 
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Contents tourism thus neatly fits what is called a media-mix. Successful intellectual 

properties now occupy a wide variety of media, such as the previously mentioned The Lord of 

the Rings, an example of a series sold through a diversity of media. Contents tourism is not 

about specific media formats, but instead perceives the contents of products in a holistic way. 

The whole intellectual property influences tourists into searching for locations in some way 

important for fans. Therefore, it is the characters, the locales and the stories inside an intellectual 

property what compel travel. Tourism of this kind is not inherently about the products or a 

specific medium, but about their contents, such as the locales and characters. 

When it comes to identity, the influence of this kind of tourism on local communities 

can be best understood with the concept of contents tourism. For locals who become the hosts 

of contents tourism, it hardly matters what specific medium induces tourism. Simply said, 

positive attitudes towards contents tourism generally have to do with economic benefits or an 

enforcement of a local identity the city is proud of. Negative attitudes, on the other hand, can 

mostly be attributed to new identities brought by the products in question. Therefore, it is not 

the products themselves, but their narratives and ideas that can have an influence on local 

identities.  
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4 – Bringing contents tourism into Europe 

 

4.1 - Contents tourism in the old continent 

The main thesis in this article is that the identity an historic city wishes to project of itself is 

done by promoting selected parts of the past as heritage. This has its roots in a sense of 

nationhood, but is also partially carried out to promote tourism. The result is attracting heritage 

tourism; tourists understand a city with this projected identity and visit different sites on this 

basis. These identities can be impacted by different media and the contents tourism it potentially 

induces. Contents of mediatized products can provide a city with new identities, enforced by 

contents tourism.   

Historically, we have already learned that media can have an influence on local identities. 

All throughout the twentieth century, Americanization had an impact on Europe.29 These forms 

of Americanization did not come without anti-movements. France is notorious for having taken 

state action to curb American imports and treating everything not in the French language as a 

threat, but other European countries also had opposition of varying intensity.30 Some of that 

sentiment still prevails, branding it as cultural imperialism. 

Yet, the cultural imperialism thesis, which basically argues that media imposes an 

identity from the outside and blindly gets adopted, is too simplistic. There is always some form 

of creolization by locals. Americanization proved almost always closer to re-appropriation, 

negotiation and creolization of some sort.31 How big the eventual impact of cultural products is, 

be it cultural imperialism or a milder form of adoption, media do have an impact on local 

identities. In recent times, with new forms of tourism on the rise, discussions on identity 

conflicts by media is put into a contemporary jacket. 

The influence tourism can have on the shaping and imposition of identities remains 

under-researched. This is undeserved, for tourism has the potential to play an important, albeit 

paradoxical, role to help influence and shape it. It can complicate cultural identities, but tourism 

can also simplify them. Visitors demand cultural experiences, but when these are not pre-

                                                           
29 Philipp Gassert, “The Spectre of Americanization: Western Europe in the American Century,” in The Oxford 
Handbook of Postwar European History, ed. Dan Stone (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2012), 182–200. 
30 Richard F. Kuisel, The French Way: How France Embraced and Rejected American Values and Power (New 
Jersey: Princeton University Press, 2012). 
31  Winfried Fluck, “California Blue: Americanization as Self-Americanization,” in Americanization and Anti-
Americanism: The German Encounter with American Culture after 1945, ed. Alexander Stephan (New York: 
Berghahn Books, 2005), 221–37. 
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packaged and ready to be sold yet, they often have to be invented first. In turn, these tend to 

then be adopted by locals as part of their identity. As sociologist John Urry put it, “[i]dentity 

almost everywhere has to be produced partly out of the images constructed or reproduced for 

tourists”.32  

On the other hand, culture is not simply a valuable asset to be used to induce tourism, it 

can potentially harm it as well. Without a proper understanding of a local cultural identity, 

tourists may disrespect values and cause cultural degradation.33 Another possibility is that a 

place changes its cultural identity to accommodate tourists. In Europe, cultural identity is often 

less connected to intangible form of heritage, but is instead closely related to material objects, 

such as old buildings, which are projected as heritage sites. 34  The interpretation of this 

historicity of European cities can change by perceptions.  

In addition to tourism, on a broader level, different media are known to have an 

influence on cultural identities as well. There are new cultural phenomena, new cultural 

products, that build upon Europe, generally on its old sense of architecture, but then create new 

‘signs’ for a new generation. This way, different identities can start to compete. For some, 

Amsterdam signifies the capital of the Golden Age of the Netherlands and that is the identity it 

should cherish and exude. For others, Amsterdam is simply the gateway, the setting, for a 

romantic film like The Fault in Our Stars (2014). Heritage is attached to a sense of national 

identity, (re-)produced through tourism.  

 

4.2 - Bringing the case studies to the table 

Analysing the above in practice and finding out how historic European cities are responding to 

contents tourism in reality is what the case studies aim to discover. Harry Potter in Oxford will 

be dealt with first, since it is one of the first modern phenomena to captivate the hearts of 

millions of teens and adults alike. The second case study deals with Twilight, since it is often 

compared to Harry Potter, in the academic literature and in the public discourse, in terms of fan 

participation and scale. Finally, Millennium will be dealt with, for chronological reasons. Harry 

Potter tourism came about the earliest, and after the Twilight and Millennium movies were 

released in 2009, the sites of each of these phenomena had to deal with a sudden influx of 

tourists.  

                                                           
32 John Urry, “Europe, Tourism and the Nation State,” in Progress in Tourism,  Recreation and  Hospitality 
Management  Research 5, ed. Chris P. Cooper and Andrew Lockwood (Chichester: Wiley, 1994), 91. 
33 Alison J. McIntosh, Tom Hinch, and Takiora Ingram, “Cultural Identity and Tourism,” International Journal of 
Arts Management 4, no. 2 (2002): 39–49. 
34 Brian Graham, “Heritage as Knowledge: Capital or Culture?,” Urban Studies 39, no. 5–6 (2002): 1004. 
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Each case study follows a similar structure. First, every chapter starts off by providing 

a general introduction to the multimedia phenomenon. Here background information is 

followed by discussing the tourist sites these phenomena have resulted in. Second, the identity 

of the city and identity the contents provide the city with are highlighted. Third, an analysis will 

be given on how and if the two identities challenge one another and how this is dealt with in 

the respective city. This is where primary sources come to the fore and get critically analysed. 

Fourth, the case studies culminate in conclusions. These will be further compared and discussed 

in Chapter 8. 
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5 – Harry Potter’s magical Oxford  

 

5.1 - Introducing the Harry Potter universe 

Originally, Harry Potter started as a series of seven fantasy novels penned by British author J.K. 

Rowling.35 The Harry Potter and the Philosopher’s Stone novel released in 1997 and the magic 

of the Harry Potter universe has captured the hearts of many since.36 As of July 2013, 450 

million Harry Potter books were in print worldwide, making it one of the most popular book 

series of all time.37 The novels have been translated in over seventy foreign languages, elevating 

Rowling into one of the most translated authors in the world.  

It did not take long before the adventures and coming-of-age story of young wizard 

Harry Potter and his friends in their quest against evil wizard Lord Voldemort got adapted into 

movies. Warner Brothers’ film iterations were released from 2001 until 2011, with the last 

instalment split into two full-length movies. The eight Harry Potter movies accumulated about 

7 billion euro at the box office worldwide in total, with an average of 865 million euro each. 

Among these, the Deathly Hallows Part 2 is the third highest grossing movie worldwide of all 

time and the Half-Blood Prince ranks fifth on the worldwide box office list as of March 2016.38 

Although initially targeted towards children, Harry Potter managed to appeal to a wide 

demographic, from young teens to adults and to men as well as to women. Some even argue 

that Harry Potter has been solely responsible for loosening the conception that adults are only 

allowed to read material aimed at their own age group. Since the popularity of Harry Potter at 

the turn of the millennium, it is thought to be more legitimate for grown-ups to read and show 

affection to novels primarily directed towards a younger target audience.39  

The magical universe of Harry Potter sparked contents tourism to a variety of locations 

relevant to the series. This thesis specifically researches Harry Potter tourism in Oxford. The 

                                                           
35 In chronological order: Harry Potter and the Philosopher's Stone (1997), Harry Potter and the Chamber of 

Secrets (1998), Harry Potter and the Prisoner of Azkaban (1999), Harry Potter and the Goblet of Fire (2000), Harry 
Potter and the Order of the Phoenix (2003), Harry Potter and the Half-Blood Prince (2005) and Harry Potter and 
the Deathly Hallows (2007).  
36 In the US also known as Harry Potter and the Sorcerer’s Stone. 
37  TIME, “Because It’s His Birthday: Harry Potter, By the Numbers,” TIME, July 31, 2013, 
http://entertainment.time.com/2013/07/31/because-its-his-birthday-harry-potter-by-the-numbers/. 
38 7,723 billion and 965.4 million dollars respectively (unadjusted for ticket price inflation). Box Office Mojo, 

“Harry Potter Movies at the Box Office,” Box Office Mojo, accessed March 13, 2016, 
http://www.boxofficemojo.com/franchises/chart/?id=harrypotter.htm. 
39  Maria Verena Siebert, “Kidult Readers: The Cross-Generational Appeal of Harry Potter and Twilight,” in 
Interdisciplinary Approaches to Twilight: Studies in Fiction, Media and a Contemporary Cultural Experience, ed. 
Mariah Larsson and Ann Steiner (Lund: Nordic Academic Press, 2011), 213. 
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city itself does not play a role in the stories, but Warner Bros. shot important parts of the movies 

at different buildings belonging to Oxford University. The city now sports three locations 

important for Harry Potter fans, namely Bodleian Library, New College and Christ Church. For 

example, one of the most famous rooms of Christ Church, the Tudor Great Hall, served as the 

inspiration for the Dining Hall of Hogwarts and Bodleian Library functions as Hogwarts’ 

library in the movies. Even today, fans of the series make visits to Oxford to experience some 

of the Harry Potter magic. 

 

5.2 - Oxford and the post-tourist enterprise 

Although Oxford itself is not officially visited in the Harry Potter narrative, fans do flock to the 

city. Here Harry Potter tourists engage in what we can call virtual tourism, or “travels in hyper-

reality”, where mediatized worlds are explored instead of the real one.40 For fans, the city itself 

is not of direct importance, it is its indirect connection to Harry Potter through the shooting sites 

of the movies. Oxford then serves as a portal to the multimedia narrative that is Harry Potter. 

The concept of the tourist gaze is key to understanding virtual tourism. John Urry argues 

that looking is a learned ability: one’s eyes are socio-culturally framed. Instead of simply 

reflecting the world, we “gaze” at it and make sense of it through ordering, shaping and 

classifying. In his seminal work The Tourist Gaze, Urry relates this to tourism, arguing that 

tourists do not observe with an innocent and pure eye, but engage in sense-making through 

frameworks. These frames, preconceived by different images and discourses, imbue the 

physical with values and enable the tourist to pass judgement. What a tourist sees then is not 

just landscapes, objects and buildings, but a plurality of signs connected to them.41 The Scottish 

highlands, for instance, are not simply fields, but potentially also the setting of Braveheart 

(1995). 

On the basis that potential objects for the tourist gaze have to be out of the ordinary, 

Urry argues for different ways in which the ordinary can be turned into the visually 

extraordinary. One of the categories proposed by him is the inconspicuous made special through 

particular signs. A marker, the sign, indicates that the object is worth gazing at.42 In this case it 

is the sign itself that is extraordinary. The zebra crossing on Abbey Road in London itself is 

                                                           
40 Umberto Eco, “Travels in Hyper-Reality,” in Travels in Hyper-Reality: Essays, trans. William Weaver (New York: 
Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, 1986); John Urry, “Sensing the City,” in The Tourist City, ed. Dennis R. Judd and Susan 
S. Fainstein (New Haven and London: Yale University Press, 1999), 71–86. 
41 John Urry and Jonas Larsen, The Tourist Gaze 3.0, 3rd ed., Theory, Culture & Society (London: SAGE, 2011). 
42 Jonathan Culler, “Semiotics of Tourism,” The American Journal of Semiotics 1, no. 1/2 (1981): 127–40; Urry and 
Larsen, The Tourist Gaze 3.0. 
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only elevated out of the ordinary by the iconic album cover of The Beatles from 1969. 

Understand the sign and a sight gains value. 

Similarly, as Oxford and Harry Potter tourism shows, already famous locations can gain 

additional value as indices to mediatized worlds. Moreover, the “extraordinary” in these forms 

of tourism can be literally out of this world.43 Although the Harry Potter universe is entirely 

fictional, someone who has seen the Potter movies will not just observe famous Oxford 

University buildings, but will also see – and connect them to – wizard school Hogwarts. In 

other words, a Harry Potter fan gazes at Oxford differently than someone who has not been in 

touch with the movies does, because their gazing framework differs.  

When the desired object of consumption for visitors is not the site, but the sign itself, 

they are referred to as post-tourists.44 There is a fine line dividing the tourist and the post-tourist. 

The former is a figure who seeks authenticity, but will usually encounter superficiality or 

“staged authenticity”, authenticity (re-)created for tourists, instead. 45  The latter actually 

searches for the artificial, the sign, instead of that which carries it. For this post-tourist, a sight 

gets transformed into a site and thus becomes a portal to, and a part of, a mediatized narrative. 

“The real is gone, there is nothing but sign,” laments film scholar Leshu Torchin. Yet, she also 

understands this unreal reality is what post-tourists search for.46 In short, post-tourists like Harry 

Potter-induced tourists can enjoy these imagined worlds, with meaning beyond what can be 

seen and where the sign itself is consumed.47  

 Because a sign and the object it is attached to are mutually influencing one another, 

Harry Potter tourists have an influence on the cultural identity of Oxford. A sign is not just a 

link, it inherently comes with values and notions on the object it is attached to. In fact, it is signs 

in general that provide identity to an object, imbuing meaning. This is particularly the case for 

Oxford and Harry Potter tourists; they are not only consuming signs, but also enforcing these 

signs on the visited sites. In this way, the identity of the buildings of Oxford University and the 

city as a whole might be challenged or gain additional meanings.   

 

                                                           
43 Urry and Larsen, The Tourist Gaze 3.0. 
44 Maxine Feifer, Going Places (London: Macmillan, 1985); Leshu Torchin, “Location, Location, Location: The 
Destination of the Manhattan TV Tour,” Tourist Studies 2, no. 3 (December 1, 2002): 249; Urry and Larsen, The 
Tourist Gaze 3.0. 
45 Dean MacCannell, “Staged Authenticity: Arrangements of Social Space in Tourist Settings,” The American 
Journal of Sociology 79, no. 3 (November 1973): 595. 
46 Torchin, “Location, Location, Location,” 248–249. 
47 Eco, “Travels in Hyper-Reality”; Urry and Larsen, The Tourist Gaze 3.0. 
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5.3 - Cultural identity of Oxford 

The dialogue between the signs of Oxford starts with the cultural identity of the city. Oxford 

goes by the nickname the City of Dreaming Spires, taken from a Victorian poem referencing 

and admiring the architecture of the city’s university buildings. This indicates the city primarily 

identifies itself by its ancient architecture and academic prevalence. Yet, a slogan comprises 

just a small part of the whole picture. 48 Catchy labels do not do justice to cities and their 

inhabitants, for a city has a plurality of identities.  

In short, cultural identity is the sense of belonging to a group. However, it is important 

to consider that, as cultural theorist Stuart Hall argues, identities are by no means finished 

products, nor stable entities; they are subject to constant change. This is because identity is 

rooted in ever-changing discourse shaped by modalities of power, resulting in difference and 

exclusion. Identity is always subject to the relation with others, which means identities are also 

never unified. Instead they are fragmented, multiply constructed through different discourses, 

positions and practices. They are rooted in, and originate from, narratives, which makes them 

inherently partially shrouded in imagination.49 To conclude in simple terms: identities of cities 

are in constant flux.  

It is important to note these identity questions are not a matter of an imagined identity 

as opposed to the ‘real’ city. The identities of cities can be best understood as interplay between 

the imagined city and the actual urban environment. This is where different identities and 

interests form, connect, and compete. As sociologist Henri Lefevre argued in The Production 

of Space, space is a complex social construction and its perception and values depend on the 

associated images, signs and symbols.50 How people understand the urban environment has 

very much to do with the meanings they ascribe to it and how they negotiate them.  

So, what are the complex, multi-layered identities of Oxford? This is difficult to state. 

The challenged hegemonic identity – although this identity too is fluid and the product of an 

ongoing dialogue – is more easy to grasp. Oxford prides itself on its universities, intellectual 

prowess and rich history. For thousands of years the area has been populated and since around 

the twelfth century, Oxford has been called home by scholars and royalty. Contemporary 

Oxford can be characterized as a mix of old and new. The city is still home to one of the oldest 

universities in the world and the oldest of the English-speaking world, but also houses a high-

                                                           
48 Godela Weiss-Sussex and Katia Pizzi, “Introduction,” in The Cultural Identities of European Cities, vol. 16, 
Cultural Identity Studies (Peter Lang, 2010), 1. 
49 Stuart Hall, “Who Needs ‘Identity’?,” in Questions of Cultural Identity, ed. Stuart Hall and Paul du Gay (London: 
SAGE Publications, 1996), 1–17. 
50 Henri Lefebvre, The Production of Space, trans. Donald Nicholson-Smith (London: Wiley-Blackwell, 1991). 
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tech community with science and business parks. The city associates itself with decades of 

intellectualism of the highest standards and it is therefore hardly surprising that the main 

identity promoted by the city and the tourist board is that of an Oxford with a long past of 

knowledge and power. 

The cocktail of intellectualism and narrow cobblestone streets, historical buildings and 

majestic university structures, have inspired many writers of fantasy narratives. In that sense, 

J.K. Rowling’s Harry Potter can be added to the list of Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland and 

Through the Looking-Glass, and What Alice Found There (1865 and 1871), the Chronicles of 

Narnia (1950 – 1956) series, The Lord of the Rings (1954 – 1955) and more recently Pullman’s 

His Dark Materials (1995 – 2000) novels. As James Cateridge, senior lecturer in film studies at 

Oxford Brookes University, notes, “it is certainly no coincidence that Lewis Carroll, C. S. 

Lewis, J. R. R. Tolkien and Phillip Pullman all studied or taught at Oxford University”.51 

Whenever Oxford is taken as a setting, both physically and imaginatively, the identity of Oxford 

as the pinnacle of intellectualism is generally exhorted.  

 

5.4 - Differing identities: “an opportunity for them to light a candle” 

Experience Oxfordshire, Visitor Information Service of Oxford and the county of Oxfordshire, 

does not put Harry Potter in the tradition of the city, stating that the series is not considered to 

be a part of the city’s cultural identity. Kamil Paneque, customer services manager of 

Experience Oxfordshire, acknowledges that many of Oxford’s “famous people and film sites 

are remembered and celebrated with continued events and possibilities to retrace their 

footsteps”.52 Tolkien, CS Lewis and Lewis Carroll are just some of the many names associated 

with the city, but Rowling does not have a similar connection to the city as the others do. She 

did not attend Oxford University, nor taught there.53 In fact, Rowling did not even live in the 

city. Harry Potter tourism in Oxford was induced mainly through the connections to the movies, 

not because of Rowling and her books. It is thus more difficult to reconcile her as a part of 

Oxford’s own tradition and Harry Potter is mainly regarded and framed as a shooting location. 

Experience Oxfordshire states that “[o]ver the past view years we have noticed an increase of 

shops stocking items, souvenirs related with Harry Potter and we can see the number of those 

                                                           
51 James Cateridge, “Deep Mapping and Screen Tourism: The Oxford of Harry Potter and Inspector Morse,” ed. 
Les Roberts, Humanities 4 (August 19, 2015): 323. 
52 Kamil Paneque, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar, e-mail, March 20 – April 1, 2016. 
53 Rowling did take the entrance exams for Oxford University in 1982, but she was refused.  
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shops is increasing,” yet they also admit to not have done any research “as Harry Potter is one 

of many movies filmed in Oxford”, seemingly downplaying its importance.54 

They are not alone in giving Harry Potter limited attention, for the websites of Christ 

Church and New College do not mention or reference the phenomenon. Only Bodleian Library 

mentions Harry Potter on its site, but merely does so on its “Productions shot at the Bodleian” 

page. Here the movies are mentioned in conjunction with nine other productions.55 Experience 

Oxford thinks one of the reasons is a fear of copyright infringement, but that argument is not 

entirely convincing. The organization itself does offer the possibility to visit Harry Potter sites 

on tours and also mentions it on its website. An arguably more important reason is, as 

Experience Oxfordshire mentions as well, that “they want to promote the heritage of [the] 

university more than the filming site”.56 

This general priority is also shown by what the sites tell themselves. Cath Poucher, 

Tours Coordinator of Bodleian Library, states they are well-aware Harry Potter was filmed in 

the Library and “fans do come and visit the library to see these locations via our scheduled 

Guided Tours and they are welcome to do so”. Still, each guide is different and she emphasizes 

that “not all guides discuss Harry Potter on their tours”.57  

Christ Church Cathedral, an integral part of Christ Church College, shares a similar 

indifference towards Harry Potter. The Cathedral makes money from tourists, for it charges 

entrance fees which are used for the upkeep of the building. Even so, the Harry Potter 

phenomenon is not visibly leveraged to earn more money. Christopher Lewis, dean of the 

Cathedral, acknowledged visitor numbers have grown significantly in the decade since the 

movies started releasing and he also observed a changing demographic when it comes to tourists. 

He stated that the religious institution is attractive for those who are aware that some of the 

films were shot there and that tends to be a big factor, “particularly for a certain age group”. 

Lewis observes “visitors tend to be younger than for other cathedrals, more men and perhaps 

they are less familiar with what a cathedral is all about”. Instead of criticizing the overall lack 

of knowledge of Harry Potter tourists on Oxford’s history, Lewis simply takes the more or less 

                                                           
54 Paneque, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar. 
55 Bodleian Libraries, “Productions Shot at the Bodleian,” Bodleian Libraries, accessed May 19, 2016, 
http://www.bodleian.ox.ac.uk/about-us/filming/productions. 
56 Paneque, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar. 
57 Cath Poucher, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar, e-mail, March 20 – March 21, 2016.  
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indifferent view that “it is an opportunity for them to light a candle, say a prayer and be in a 

quiet holy place”.58 

This certain degree of indifference seems to prevail in the city overall. There is a 

suggestion that tourists often do not only come to Oxford just for Harry Potter. Since Harry 

Potter visitors are generally younger than the average heritage tourist, fans come with their 

families or with school tours. 59  In fact, Hannah Mylrea Hemmings from Experience 

Oxfordshire argues that “if people wanted to visit somewhere specifically for Harry Potter they 

would be more likely to visit the Harry Potter Studios [in London]”.60 The implication is that 

tourism to Oxford would have likely occurred anyway – Harry Potter is simply “a nice benefit 

of visiting”. 61  

Nevertheless, there are still those who do lament the process where a complex city gets 

simplified to accommodate brief encounters of tourists. Oxford and its inhabitants pride itself 

on their rich history, while the Harry Potter movies do not fully respect that. It is a patchwork 

of Oxford’s old buildings and the history of each of these buildings is jumbled together in a mix 

that is supposed to simply emanate oldness. The complex history of the University is not fully 

appreciated when it simply serves as a corridor in a fantasy castle, which in the story is not even 

situated in Oxford. Thus, locals, particularly academics, despair about the commodification of 

the city’s history and identity.62  

Still, there are already many other products that ‘commodify’ Oxford and its brand of 

intellectualism; Harry Potter is not new in that regard. Great works of fiction are complemented 

with a variety of movie products, such as the Inspector Morse (1987-2000) series, An Education 

(2009) and X-Men: First Class (2011). These products make use of Oxford as an intellectual, 

historical location. Be the stories fictitious or not, they are not challenging the main identity of 

the city. Because the city has already been the stage for fiction for decades, Harry Potter is 

simply put on a long list of products making use of Oxford in some way or another. Cities have 

a plurality of identities and Harry Potter is mostly regarded as yet another addition to the city, 

rather than challenging the notion of Oxford as a city of academic excellence with a rich history.  

Oxford basically already serves as a doorway to other worlds. Not only to the narratives 

mentioned above, but there has also always been a sharp divide between the academic elite and 

                                                           
58  BBC News, “Harry Potter Fans Boost Oxford Christ Church Cathedral,” BBC, March 25, 2012, 
http://www.bbc.com/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-17434129. 
59 Cateridge, “Oxford of Harry Potter and Inspector Morse,” 327–328. 
60 Hannah Mylrea Hemmings, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar, e-mail, March 20 –  March 31, 2016.  
61 Ibid. 
62 Cateridge, “Oxford of Harry Potter and Inspector Morse,” 321. 
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the rest. College life cannot be enjoyed by all and many of the facilities are inaccessible for 

those unrelated to the university. Cateridge thus aptly states that “Oxford’s brand of 

intellectualism functions as an exclusive club, wonderful and empowering for those inside but 

opaque and impenetrable to those who are not”.63 It is a world on the one hand admired, but on 

the other hand not inhabitable by all.  

In fact, Harry Potter only seems to enforce this difference; signs indicate that the 

‘Hogwarts generation’ makes sure traditions of Oxford University persist. It reinforces a strict 

division of those with access to the academic world and those who do not. Samina Khan, 

Oxford’s head of admissions, indicates that the teenagers brought up by Harry’s magical 

adventures are excited about the ancient ceremonies and rites of the university. In fact, in 2015 

over 75 per cent of the pupils at Oxford University voted to keep formal academic dresses.64 

Positive attitudes towards the elitist customs of the Oxford University and the retention and 

promotion of these, helps enforce the division between the academic in- and out-group. In 

addition, Rowling’s interpretation of the public school is a modern one, reflecting contemporary 

Britain and current public boarding school trends. Hogwarts is “a coeducational institution with 

an ethnically diverse student body, one where individuality is important” and there is no 

hierarchy in terms of age.65 Another form of distinction is inherent to the universe of Harry 

Potter however. David K. Steege, associate professor of English at Carthage College, writes 

that “Hogwarts glorifies […] the culture of magic and those elite who have magical powers”, 

resembling elite schools like Eton or Winchester. Non-wizards are considered “dull at best and, 

at worst, loutish and crass”.66 In that sense, Harry Potter actually manages to reinforce the 

identity of Oxford as a haven of the academic elite for many visitors, foreign and British alike.  

The way Oxford itself deals with Harry Potter is different from how the city is promoted 

nationally, however. As is observable in Oxford, cultural identity is closely connected to 

heritage and on a broader scale this is the case for Great Britain in general. In the country, most 

visitors of tourist attractions where the past is repackaged for the present are Britons. Some 

even argue that as the British importance on the world scale diminished, the British started to 
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look more towards the past to find their importance and identity.67 Recently, however, there is 

also a national tendency towards what can be dubbed “re-globalization”, where mediatized 

products and means are pursued.68 In 2002, the British Tourist Authority announced the “re-

branding of Britain”, campaigns in which the organization attempted to capitalize on the 

country’s cultural products. In this thesis we would call this a promotion of the contents 

industry.69 One of the efforts of the British government was the promotion of the shooting sites 

of the first Harry Potter movie, among others the ones in Oxford.70  

For many non-British, Harry Potter serves as one of the most important sources of 

knowledge on Britain. Academics tend to agree Harry Potter has had an important influence on 

how many see the world.71 “The text and images of Harry Potter become part of who we are” 

and this goes for the individual as well as for the global level.72 We should not ignore the 

popularity of Harry Potter in Britain however, since for many it reconceptualised Britishness. 

The values exhorted by the series are thus considered to be British by many. The identity that 

Harry Potter projects of Britain is thus also projected by tourists on Oxford. Since Harry Potter 

is such a huge phenomenon, for many foreign tourists it has become a part of their impression 

of Great Britain and an important impetus to travel to the island nation.73 This is what the British 

tourism industry wishes to further stimulate and now Britain literally promotes itself as “one 

big film set”.74 

This re-branding and how Oxford fits in this narrative is most notably visible on 

VisitBritain, the name of the website used by the British Tourist Authority. The site is keen to 

point out Oxford’s intellectual identity, but retains a focus on Harry Potter’s fictional universe. 

In their page on Oxford, the first bullet point reads: “A visit to Oxford is a trip into the brains 

of a nation. Tour the hallowed halls of the university and you’ll be following in the footsteps of 
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Prime Ministers, poets and… Harry Potter”. The second bullet elaborates on the locations used 

for the filming of Harry Potter, with the subsequent ones pointing out some other (heritage) 

sites.75 

National tourism activities put Oxford forward as a gateway to a diversity of media 

narratives, but efforts in Oxford itself are more geared towards promoting the historicity of the 

city instead. As such, there seems to be a discrepancy in the way national British tourist offices 

deal with Harry Potter and how Oxford treats the phenomenon. Most of all, this is telling for 

the way Oxford understands phenomena like Harry Potter, but also shows its perception of 

tourism in general.  

 

5.5 - Conclusions 

An analysis of Harry Potter tourism in Oxford identifies two distinct ways in which the city is 

perceived and communicated to others. First, on the national level Oxford is mostly promoted 

as a film site, arguably more so than a historical city. This connects with the perception of many 

Potter fans seeing Oxford primarily as a filming site and a gateway to the fictional wizard school 

of Hogwarts. Their perceptions of the city and about Britain in general are mostly influenced 

by the values, sights and narratives embodied and exhorted by Harry Potter. This destination 

image of Britain is what (national) tourist bureaus tend to cater towards. Second, Oxford has its 

own identities it wishes to uphold and thus frames Harry Potter in that way. While the official 

website of the city’s visitor centre mentions Harry Potter, the focus is retained more on Oxford’s 

intellectualism and history. This is emphasized by the University facilities used as shooting 

sites: they do not emphasize the series on the website, if they mention them at all. 

 In this case study it is found that a sense of indifference seems to prevail among the 

shooting sites and the tourist board of Oxford. One reason is that Oxford is already home to a 

plurality of images and narratives from a multitude of media, most of which complement the 

identity Oxford wishes to uphold. Individual movies are not put into the spotlight and Harry 

Potter tourism receives the same treatment. By not putting Harry Potter on a pedestal, it simply 

becomes a part of a longer list of contents tourism to Oxford. How Harry Potter tourists gaze at 

Oxford then becomes less relevant.  
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6 – Bringing Twilight to Italy 
 

6.1 - Introducing Twilight and New Moon 

Twilight is a highly successful fantasy romance series targeted towards a female young adult 

audience. It has a familiar boy-meets-girl narrative, where a handsome guy falls in love with a 

seemingly average young lady, Isabella ‘Bella’ Swan. The plot takes a shift when Bella 

discovers that beautiful boy Edward Cullen is in fact a 104-year old vampire and from then 

supernatural beings enter her world. Central to the story are different myths on romantic love. 

The concept of love at first sight is central in the way vampires and werewolves in Twilight 

deal with love, the vampires embody the myth that love is supposed to last eternally and in the 

series romantic love is considered the most valuable kind of relationship.76 The focus on this 

particular notion of romantic love arguably contributes to the success of the series, probably 

also by playing into the common girl fantasy that someday a celebrity crush will notice them 

and discover their unique qualities.77  

Twilight is the brain child of Stephanie Meyer, American author of the four novels in 

the series, which released annually from 2005 to 2008. These were adapted into The Twilight 

Saga movies series, from 2008 through 2012, with the finale split into two full-length films. 

Although commonly regarded as a female phenomenon, like Harry Potter, it manages to appeal 

to children and adults alike.78 This showed in the sales of both products. The books, including 

two spin-offs, sold about 155 million copies worldwide as of 2015.79 Together, the four movies 

have managed to rake up over 3 billion euro at the box office worldwide, with an average of 

about 600 million euro per movie.80 Still, contrary to popular belief, Twilight was not a surprise 

hit, but a well-developed and thought-out marketing strategy. Meyer received a huge advance, 
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managed to be signed by two foreign publishers and the film rights were already bought, all 

before the first novel hit the stores.81 

The success of Twilight is often measured by its sales figures, but the phenomenon 

extends beyond the texts themselves. As Twilight crosses the boundaries between media, shared 

between millions around the world, it is dubbed a “contemporary cultural experience”.82 The 

phenomenon has been sold and consumed through comics, apparel, soundtracks and other 

merchandise like watches, jewellery and bedding. Fans are not passive in this regard however; 

they translate the Twilight contents into a cultural activity, where they share experiences, 

thoughts and their own content amongst each other, usually by joining fan communities 

online.83 The Twilight fandom has a high level of loyalty, participation and productivity. 84 

Twilight fans are what can be called prosumers. They do not only consume products, basing 

themselves on the published material, they also produce, share and discuss material like fan 

fiction, movies and images. Through using cultural products in interaction with others to define 

themselves, either offline or online, these Twilight fans form an own identity.85  

All of the contents of the Twilight phenomenon together have induced fans to flock to 

a diversity of locations. The novels mostly take place in Forks, Washington State, although the 

film adaptions made use of other places around the US and Canada for shooting. All of these 

received a significant influx of tourists, although Forks took most advantage of its new-found 

status. Of particular interest in this thesis are two historic Italian cities connected to the second 

Twilight installation, New Moon. The climax of this iteration takes place in Volterra, in reality 

a historic city in Tuscany about sixty kilometres to the southeast of Pisa, but in Meyer’s work 

the home of the red-eyed vampire royalty, the Volturi.  

In New Moon, Edward realizes his love will continue to put Bella’s live in danger, so he 

decides to leave her and move away from Forks. Danger persists however, resulting in a 

situation in which he believes Bella has died. In dramatic Romeo and Juliet fashion, Edward 
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decides to go to Volterra to get himself killed, because he cannot live without her. His plan is 

to provoke the Volturi into murdering him by showing the ordinary citizens in Volterra that he 

is a vampire. Vampire rules forbid him to do so and revealing his identity in the den of the 

Volturi, who, being ardent followers of vampire rules, would surely result in capital punishment 

by the red-eyed bloodsuckers. In the dramatic finale of this instalment of Twilight, Bella shows 

up in Volterra just in time to make Edward realize she is still alive and she thus manages to 

falter his attempt at suicide.    

Although the novel and movie mention Volterra as the home of the Volturi, the film was 

not actually shot there. Instead the producers of the movie picked Montepulciano, a Medieval 

hilltop town in Siena, about ninety kilometres to the southeast of Volterra. Both cities already 

had a growing tourism industry before the Twilight phenomenon came into existence, but after 

the New Moon book and especially the release of the homonymous movie, tourist figures in 

both cities rocketed. Since Volterra is the official setting in the Twilight narrative and attracts 

fans of the New Moon novel and the movie, this case study will take a closer look at differing 

identities and interests in this Italian town, while looking less at tourism in Montepulciano.    

 

6.2 - Cultural identity of Volterra and the importance of heritage 

Heritage tourism, sometimes referred to as cultural tourism, has traditionally been the way in 

which European cities define, project and sell themselves. Volterra is no exception. In a broad 

sense, heritage tourism is perceived quite simply as “the present-day use of the past” or 

“anything about the past that can be visited”.86 As an economic activity, heritage tourism is said 

to be a phenomenon which makes use of socio-cultural assets in order to draw in visitors.87 

These assets are largely based on a sense of nostalgia for the past.88 On the demand side, 

heritage tourism is fed by a desire to consume the past, while on the supply side it is a tool for 

community economic development.89  
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Heritage tourism is more than its economic dimension however. It is quintessentially 

the selection and display of nationally significant sites to project and promote the notion of 

nationhood.90 This means heritage tourism is a research area to explore and debate national 

heritage and identities, but it is also the playing field where internalization, operationalization 

and formation of heritage discourse takes place in practice.91 In other words, heritage tourism 

plays a major role in shaping a sense of cultural identity. 

Both the economic benefits of presenting heritage and the promoting of a related cultural 

identity are seen in Volterra. With its feet deep in the Etruscan and Roman past – it was founded 

by the Etruscans since the end of the eight century BC, became one of the Etruscan power 

centres from the sixth to the fourth century BC and was an important municipium in the Roman 

period – Volterra boasts a centuries-old history. The city has one of the largest collections of 

Etruscan artefacts and its medieval centre is one of the best preserved in the country. In addition, 

the city is traditionally known for the manufacturing of handicrafts made from alabaster, a 

calcareous material mined in the surrounding area since Etruscan times. Volterra prides itself 

on its history, arts and culture and has managed to sell these through a substantial tourism 

industry, mostly appealing to a middle-aged demographic. Then came Twilight.   

 

6.3 - Twilight’s Volterra 

Like many other cities that happen to turn into a destination for contents tourism, the Twilight 

phenomenon hit as a complete surprise for Volterra. In 2006, when visitors started asking the 

tourist bureau were the fountain, as described in the New Moon novel, is, they had no idea; the 

book had as of yet not been released in Italian. 92 In 2007, Stephanie Meyer made a visit to the 

city to promote the release of the Italian version of the New Moon novel. Busloads of mostly 

female fans flocked to Volterra to see and hear the author of the vampire novels. It was only 

then that the city realized the true potential of Twilight for Volterra.93 The book alone did not 

cause a significant increase in visitors, but when the first movie came out in November 2008 

and the producers indicated they would also adapt the second one, the ball started rolling. 

According to a representative of Volterra’s tourist bureau, the city supposedly received 
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“hundreds and hundreds” of inquiries into when the film producers would come to shoot the 

movie.94 That was not meant to be however. The tourist bureau of Volterra, which engaged in 

a game of tug-of-war to entice the movie producers to shoot the movie there, ended up proving 

futile. The neighbouring town of Montepulciano was picked as the film location for New Moon 

instead.  

The result is that Twilight tourists may experience spatial dissonance when making a 

visit to Volterra. Many tourist sights carry with them locational complexity since they are 

fraught with a multitude of significations. There can be different narratives anchored to a 

location. When it comes to contents tourism, a site can be a reference to a fictive location of a 

media narrative or can be the place where a production is made. A third option always plays a 

role however: the site itself with its own meanings and history.95 When you expect one of these 

and get served the other, the result is a sense of dissonance.   

This occurs to some visitors of Volterra. The movie still refers to the home of the Vulturi 

as Volterra, so without prior knowledge, many fans expect to visit the shooting sites from New 

Moon. When they realize the movie was actually shot someplace else, disappointment follows, 

so reports the tourism office of Volterra. In general, fans of the book might prefer Volterra, 

while viewers of the movie are perhaps more likely to visit Montepulciano. Despite different 

expectations and perceptions of the destination, so states a representative from the Voltera 

Visitor Centre, “who is really a Twilighter goes to both places, they come here and they go to 

Montepulciano”.96  

According to the numbers, fans indeed visit the city of Volterra. In 2009, 50.000 extra 

overnight stays were enjoyed by visitors, and in 2010, fifteen to twenty percent of the total 

visitor numbers were induced by the series.97 The Twilight phenomenon caused Volterra to 

receive free publicity it would never have been able to afford itself. Before New Moon tourists 

started visiting Volterra, the city was in a state where visitor numbers continued to decline. 

Looking back, the first sign of recovery occurred around 2007 with the American release of the 

New Moon book, with a peak in 2009 as the movie came out worldwide. As Volterra was in a 

process of a declining tourism industry, the tourist board expects the New Moon phenomenon 
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to have been even bigger than the official estimations and the city supposedly did not feel the 

impact of the global economic crisis as a result.98   

 Despite not having been shot in Volterra, there are plenty of sites fans can visit 

regardless. Stephanie Meyer did not visit the city before writing the book, but she does make 

references to the city’s clock tower, the city walls and the entrance to the mansion of the Volturi. 

Most of the locations in the book cannot really be identified, but during one of her visits, 

together with the official book fan club, she ‘baptized’ some spots in the city with names and 

descriptions used in the book. The Twilight novels and movies do not dawdle too much on 

Volterra’s actual history and create an imagined history instead. According to the Twilight lore, 

the Volturi royalty reign the city and a link to the Etruscan past is established by stating that the 

vampire clan are the ancestors of the Etruscans. 

The extent to which people in Volterra wish to go along with the narrative proposed by 

Twilight is a matter of debate. Volterra’s proud history has a central position in its cultural 

identity and thus the city is very careful not to sell out. The examples of other places in Italy 

altered by tourism are plenty. San Gimignano, another historical city in Tuscany, has received 

a face-lift, and mass tourism in Venice has resulted in a steady population decline. When waves 

of mostly young, female visitors inspired by Twilight started visiting Volterra, this was met 

with mixed feelings. There was great economic potential, but Volterra’s mayor Marco Buselli 

also expressed his fear that the city would become like the Italian cases that succumbed under 

the pressure of tourism: Volterra had to remain authentic.99  

 

6.4 - Brands and gender  

What is at stake in Volterra is not only its identity, but also the city’s brand equity. There is 

both a genuine fear of becoming less popular as a destination for tourists interested in Italian 

history, especially in a city that is dependent on the tourism industry. In addition, it would 

potentially devaluate an identity Volterra’s citizens are proud of. As such, identity and interests 

converge. Tourism management is preoccupied with developing, fostering and exploiting 

tourism brands. In Volterra’s case, the supposed authenticity of the city is endangered, 

according to Buselli, but why is that the case? It arguably does not only have to do with the fact 
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that contents tourism started occurring in a historic city, but perhaps also with a reluctance to 

become associated with Twilight in particular.  

Despite the popularity of the Twilight series among female fans, scholarly writing on 

the subject has been limited and this is mostly attributed to a general disdain of academics 

towards Twilight.100 It can also be considered a part of a bigger story however. Cultural theorist 

and feminist Angela McRobbie argues that academics have generally neglected to focus on 

young female consumers in the context of subcultures altogether, or worse, regarded them with 

contempt.101 Outside of the academic sphere a similar narrative can be observed. In the press, 

Twilight’s fans have often been ridiculed and belittled, utilizing words like “crazy”, “fever”, 

“hysteria” and “obsession”.102 Why is it considered acceptable for boys and guys to show their 

love for escapist male fantasy narratives, but are girls barred from doing so – even for products 

marketed towards them? Film studies scholars Mariah Larsson and Ann Steiner suggest that in 

general Twilight “is disregarded because it is almost exclusively a female phenomenon”.103 A 

gender-bias is apparent and girls’ culture is still often considered inferior to the male counterpart 

in Western societies.104 

A similar mind-set is apparent in the tourism industry. Gender-focused studies on 

tourism are scarce and tend to have low citation rates, indicating their limited impact.105 Since 

societies are gendered, the processes of tourism are so as well: prejudice and discrimination 

beset the entire industry. Destination promotion is also heavily gender-biased. Entrenched in 

Western culture we find a hierarchical thought system where masculinity is established as 

superior to femininity. This is reaffirmed through the manipulation of images, signs and 

experiences by host countries, reinforcing stereotypes. 106  It is thus little surprising that 

marketing material aimed at tourists have been found to pertain to images and language 
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privileging the “male, heterosexual gaze above all others”.107 Locations, subconsciously or not, 

tend to adhere to a patriarchal world view where a masculine identity is preferred.  

 Twilight, being a series with mostly female fans, highlights that gender may have an 

impact on destination image and the ways in which this is mitigated by tourism sites. Volterra, 

which had attracted middle-aged tourists for decades, suddenly received a large influx of young 

female visitors. This influenced the image of the city, resulting in protests from the local 

population that did not want to be associated with Twilight, a series popular among a significant 

group of girls, but detested by many outside of the fandom. Not only did they protest because 

this would harm the identity of the city, but most likely also because it could potentially 

negatively impact the existing tourism industry of Volterra.  

 

6.5 - Challenging identities: “the people want vampires, but we give them Volterra” 

Paolo Paterni, head of the Volterra Tourism Board at the time, emphasizes a different difficulty 

the city had in dealing with the new visitors, saying that “Volterra is a slow city. You have to 

live in it in a slow way. Our main aim is to direct [visitors] in the city without overrunning it”.108 

The attitude of a local population is mostly dependent on the ability of the state to successfully 

mitigate any negative or otherwise undesirable effects of tourism. This is mostly dependent on 

the size of the region, because, as tourism expert Hasan Zafer Doǧan contends, “every region 

has a threshold level for touristic development. When this level is exceeded, negative feelings 

towards tourism and tourists become wide-spread among the local population.”109 The threshold 

for small villages is low, because every tourist is visible. This is the case for Volterra as there 

are little over ten thousand people living in the city.110  

 Alessandro Furiesi was “tasked with figuring out how to transform the operation into a 

wide-spectrum project”. Working as director of the civic Art gallery, the Pinacoteca Civica di 

Volterra, he was one of the coordinators of the reception of Twilight fans and worked on the 

first phases of the work. Furiesi argues that it “seemed normal to try and make use of these 

visitor masses, which were largely regarded as a positive aspect for the city, especially from the 

economical point of view”. Not only did tourists from a new demographic start to make visits, 
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these young adolescents also tended to bring their families along. As Furiesi himself worked 

on exploiting this sudden potential, he observes the phenomenon as positive at least. Still, he 

mentions that “a group of people were hostile to this kind of tourism and did not want to let 

Volterra be identified as the city of the Volturi”.111  

This conflict of interests required a careful balancing act. First interactions with the 

Twilight phenomenon were met with complaints from locals who feared the city would become 

like an amusement park, resulting in more camping grounds and pizzerias. A “more 

conservative group saw the phenomenon as a profanity for Volterra,” contents Paterni.112 Even 

though “we fought over it for months,” as mayor Buselli says, the city managed to reach some 

sort of consensus and a committee was formed to figure out how to take care of the Twilight 

boom.113 Furiesi, who coordinated this committee at the time, suggests that one of the first 

things they decided, was to propose the “Bella tour”.114  

First, the Volterra tourist office carried out the creation and publication of a self-guide 

map, which is filled with meaningful locations to Twilight fans. This map proposes the path 

Bella supposedly took in the story. The locations on the map consist of sites Meyer has ‘baptized’ 

and for other locations, tour guides and fans have been consulted to identify similar spots to 

those in the book. In addition to providing do-it-yourself maps, guided Twilight tours are 

offered under the name “Hot on the Trail of Edward and Bella,” or quite simply the “Bella 

Tour”. At the end of this tour, visitors are led into a ‘dungeon’, in reality an Irish pub, where a 

theater troupe of convicts play cloaked Volturi vampires, grabbing victims up on a stone table 

and serving red wine as blood cocktails.115  Vincenzo Riolo, a guide for these New Moon 

walking tours, mentions that “nothing is strange here. It's part of our DNA”.116 

That is, perhaps not incidentally, the way in which Volterra wished to promote itself. 

Furiesi states that “we tried to change the communication from ‘Volterra, the city of vampires’ 

into ‘Volterra, the city of mysteries’,” because the second definition is broader and “identifies 

Volterra better, while still fitting the first”. In this way sustainable tourism development would 

be possible. Furiesi argues that their goal was to “overlap the movie image with our history, 
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and I think there are good indications that we did so successfully”. 117  Vampires were 

consciously never really mentioned in the official communication from the tourist board.118  

Tour guides seem to agree with that balancing act, highlighting how the movie image 

and history are communicated to tourists in practice. To avoid the stigma of a city of vampires, 

tour guides also bring Twilight-induced visitors to buildings and locations related to the rich 

past of the city, such as Etruscan graves, the Roman amphitheatre and their Renaissance palace. 

During the tour, guides also tell mysterious stories and anecdotes about the city. Dutch tour 

guide Dika Boelen, who has lived in Volterra for over 30 year, has had to answer questions 

from teenagers on pale bloodsuckers during the New Moon guided tour. She explains that “[o]ur 

visitors want vampires, but we give them Volterra. That's our trick”.119 This is in part possible 

because Meyer related her fictional Volturi to the Etruscans, providing tour guides with a good 

excuse to tell more about Volterra’s history.  

 It is not just the civil servants and tourist board of Volterra that care about the image of 

the city. In promoting Volterra as a Twilight destination, the Volterra tourist board made the 

private and public sector cooperate and a variety of stakeholders were requested to jump on 

board. Central to these meetings was how to maximally profit from the new influx of tourists, 

without losing sight of Volterra’s heritage. For example, some handicraft shops are now selling 

alabaster bowls inspired by New Moon’s book cover. Nevertheless, conspicuous merchandise, 

such as t-shirts with the faces of characters from the series, are also being sold.120 Shops were 

more open to exploit the Twilight tourism boom and are less concerned with the identity of the 

city.121 Consensus that Volterra should not become the city of vampires was reached however, 

but the extent to what is unacceptable is not always clear. For example, tourism officials blame 

“Italian bureaucracy” for not being able to capitalize further on the phenomenon.122 There is a 

genuine fear of selling out though, exemplified by the harsh criticism on Twilight competitor 

Montepulciano’s vampire-branded wine; the town had started selling and rebranding its famous 

Rosso di Montepulciano as Volturi wine.123 

 The general opinion on the impact that Twilight had on the city’s image seems to be 

good overall. Furiesi states that “we expected more [of a negative impact] and this contributed 
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to strengthening anti-Twilight feelings”. The expectation of the most ardent opponents that 

Volterra would turn into some sort of Italian Disneyland was a worst case scenario, which could 

explain why some of the accommodating that the city undoubtedly did to capitalize on the 

Twilight phenomenon, was not met with as negative a response from the local populace. Furiesi 

also notes that the people of Volterra started to view these new tourists more positively when 

they realized “Twilight fans were also keen on spending some time in the city and getting to 

know it”, showing genuine interest in the city and its heritage.124 The Twilight post-tourists 

turned into regular tourists.  

Now, of course, numbers have dwindled, but an image question remains. “The risk is 

that,” so argues Buselli, “for a whole generation, Volterra will only be [known as] the set of 

Twilight”.125 Although Volterra was careful not to advertise itself as the ‘city of Twilight’, it 

realized that almost inevitably, Volterra would end up having that image for many young fans. 

“Even now,” notes Paterni, “after ten years, you can feel the presence of the [Twilight] 

phenomenon in Volterra”.126 Mayor Buselli argues that one strategy to counterbalance the 

Twilight effect is to bring in movie productions to the city. For that purpose, a film commission 

has been assembled by the tourism administration office. Although Buselli justifies trying to 

attract more movie crews as a way to fight off the Twilight image, he realized the economic 

potential of contents tourism. That is why he also mentions that “we must […] let people 

understand that Volterra is interested, interesting and can be of interest to the movie industry”. 

Just like with Twilight, he remains cautious. The city must still “avoid being invaded or let 

ourselves be altered by Twilight-like phenomena”.127  

Whether hauling more contents tourism to the city is a successful strategy to combat a 

loss of identity seems doubtful. The main reason why Buselli decided to take the opportunities 

that Twilight tourism posed for his city and wishes to attract more modern products to Volterra 

is related to the future. He argues that “in a world where superficiality and imagination alone 

reign,” the risk for a city like Volterra is to “end up being only mentioned in history books”. He 

thinks, by showcasing and explaining the history of Volterra through settings of books and 

movies, Volterra can be in touch with contemporary phenomena, Volterra aims to become 

relevant in today’s society, perhaps increasing links to the contemporary world. Thus the 
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“global” image of the city might be renewed.128 Connecting the Volterra with contemporary 

products and narratives at least potentially attracts demographics that might otherwise never 

make a visit to the historic city. When they arrive, the brand of a historic city can be sold again. 

The current situation has become like a routine, says Furiesi, and among the people of 

Volterra now “indifference prevails”. It is this indifference which seems to indicate that 

Twilight has become more or less accepted by the community. Sociologist Erik Cohen coined 

the concept of emergent authenticity to contend that cultural products, or its traits, which are 

once perceived as inauthentic, can gradually become recognized as authentic.129 It remains to 

be seen to what extent Twilight and the identity of Volterra it extorts is negotiated in the future. 

Arguably at least a minor form of emergent authenticity seems to be present in the Italian city, 

as indicated by the fact that the tourist office includes Twilight in a timeline of its history (see 

Figure 1).   

 

 

Figure 1: Timeline of Volterra as depicted on the “Volterra in New Moon” brochure.130 

 

6.6 - Conclusions 

Although different actors in Volterra desperately wish to protect the identity of a historic Italian 

city, Twilight and the tourism it induced has still proved a matter of give and take. Faces of 

Twilight characters now adorn tourist shops and tour guides explaining sites meaningful to fans 

of the vampire series have become a normality in Volterra. There was no outright rejection. In 

fact, the city capitalized on the link between the Etruscan past and the fictional vampires. On 

the one hand, this functioned as a way to serve their past to vampire fans, while on the other 

hand it blurs the relationship between the authentic and the inauthentic.  

 Nevertheless, the tourist board and the politicians in Volterra have tried to consciously 

deal with the phenomenon. They made a firm decision not to become the ‘city of vampires’. 

This is important, because it indicates Volterra did not adopt Twilight as part of the cultural 

identity of the city and that there was a constant struggle on what is acceptable and what goes 
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too far. Now that “indifference prevails” and no conscious actions are undertaken by the tourist 

board, nor by civil servants, it remains to be seen what the long-term impact of Twilight will 

be on the city. At this point, at least some form of emergent authenticity has found its way into 

Volterra and its community. This does not necessarily have to be problematic, for phenomena 

like Twilight can help keep the old city stay relevant in today’s world. 
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7 – Extreme violence in Millennium’s Stockholm  
 

7.1 - Introducing Stieg Larsson’s milestones 

Millennium is a series of crime stories, created by Swedish journalist Stieg Larsson and 

published posthumously. The world of Millennium is most notably characterized by extreme 

violence and a gritty depiction of Sweden. Although not officially the main character, the plot 

is carried mostly through female character Lisbeth Salander, a punk computer hacker with a 

history of abuse. The tormented Salander, aided by investigative journalist Mikael Blomkvist, 

publisher of political magazine Millennium, fights back against abusers, corruption and 

injustice. Larsson’s works deal directly with systematic violence against women, the dangers 

of right-wing politics and distrust of government institutions.  Larsson, who was an ardent leftist 

his entire life, fought against racism through his magazine Expo and much of his life 

undisguisedly featured as the model for the Millennium trilogy.   

Larsson had planned to write ten instalments of the series, but due to a deadly heart 

attack in 2004, he only managed to complete the first three. In English his trilogy was published 

annually from 2005 onwards under the names: The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo, The Girl Who 

Played with Fire and The Girl Who Kicked the Hornets' Nest.131 The trilogy went on to sell 

more than 80 million copies worldwide and got translated in over forty languages. This makes 

him the most popular Swedish author of all time. A fourth book, published in 2015 as The Girl 

in the Spider’s Web, was written by Swedish crime journalist David Lagercrantz and more 

sequels by his hand are in the works.132  

 In addition to the novels, the trilogy was adapted by Swedish film company Yellow Bird 

into three films in 2009. Each of these were later extended to approximately 180 minutes in 

order to be broadcast as 90 minutes long episodes for a miniseries on television. In the Swedish 

movies, Michael Nyqvist plays the role of Mikael Blomkvist and Noomi Rapace steps in the 

shoes of Lisbeth Salander. The first novel also received a Swedish-American adaptation by 

director David Fincher, released as The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo in 2011, with Daniel Craig 

and Rooney Mara taking on the roles of Blomkvist and Salander.  
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 The popularity of the series resulted in a cultural phenomenon, with a meta-culture 

surrounding the series, exemplified by biographies, blogs, documentaries, fan sites and non-

fiction books. This popularity has shaped the consensus that “one must now read the books with 

the knowledge that many millions must somehow have been affected by them”.133 Stories and 

narratives change our perception of places and the global success of the Millennium series has 

arguably challenged and reconceptualised what it means to be Swedish. 134  Furthermore, 

Millennium has helped modernize Stockholm’s image into an international brand and the series 

has arguably directly, but surely indirectly, had an effect on the increase of the city’s number 

of visitors.  

 

7.2 - Cultural identity of Sweden’s capital 

Like most European cities, Stockholm’s brochures identify the city as one of contrasts.135 The 

capital not only prides itself on its rich history – founded as a city in 1252 by Swedish statesman 

Birger Jarl – it also regards the city to be the birthplace of many worldwide innovations and 

trends. Stockholm is currently the political, technological, cultural and economic centre of 

Sweden. In fact, the tourist bureau of the city arguably overstates Stockholm’s importance, 

aiming to position the capital city as the most important city of Europe’s North, embodied in 

the tagline “Stockholm – The Capital of Scandinavia”. The proposition is that if Scandinavia 

was one country, Stockholm would be its capital. As such, Stockholm does not simply represent 

Sweden as its capital, it also puts itself forward as representing the entirety of Scandinavia.  

 The contrast between a rich history and progressiveness is hardly noticeable in 

promotional documents; they emphasize the modernity of Swedish society, the global 

importance of its high-tech industry and most of all its diversity.136 The tourist board promotes 

the city as one that is for everyone, an egalitarian capital. Stockholm is promoted as the capital 

of equality and other values important to Sweden and the rest of the world should learn from it. 

Millennium has some profound responses to that perception. 
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7.3 - The identity of Millennium’s Sweden 

The general understanding of Stockholm and Sweden is different from how Stieg Larsson’s 

created universe sees it. John-Henri Holmberg, fellow writer and friend of the late Larsson, lists 

the common conceptions Swedes have of their society. He counters each of them by stating the 

critiques Larsson had of these prevailing visions. Swedes praise their country as egalitarian, but 

Larsson shows an increasing gap between the rich and the poor. The Swedish health-care 

system is perceived to be superior, while in the Millennium series Lisbeth gets imprisoned in a 

state hospital. Swedish citizens praise the politically neutral position Swedes are supposed to 

exalt, but Larsson presents a burgeoning right instead. Most importantly, Swedes have a strong 

belief that their government works for the benefit of ordinary citizens, whereas Larsson’s 

Swedish state wields their power against those who threaten the status quo.137 In his works, 

Larsson tells us that civil servants in Sweden are not necessarily protectors; they can steal 

money, lie and harass the innocent.138 The not quite as unblemished past of the country is 

addressed by taking note that Sweden also collaborated to a certain extent with the Nazis. There 

were also plenty of Swedes who were Nazis themselves or had sympathy for them. This fact 

remains a skeleton in the closet to this day. 

Also in terms of gender equality, Sweden is held in high regards. While it is true that 

women have been empowered in a variety of regions in Swedish society, the country still has 

to come to terms with its shortcomings. Even now, there exist cases of human trafficking or 

other forms of violence, rape and the denial of rights of women. Larsson wished for us to 

understand that abuse and violence are more prevalent than the cases that get dealt with in the 

news and that conviction rates for reported crimes are generally low. The general perception 

remains that violent crimes against women only exist at the margins of society, but, so argues 

Larsson, we do not face up to the reality that in many western societies, countries that have 

made great progress in providing equal opportunities for those of the female gender, women 

still become victims of abuse.139 Criminals, in real-life as well as in Larsson’s works, are not 

only individuals operating outside of the law, they personify wrongs of societies.  

As such, it is not a matter of the real Stockholm versus an imagined, more violent and 

raw one. Instead, one could argue that Larsson was not creating a fictive universe, inasmuch as 
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he was meticulously popping the ideological bubbles of Swedish society. Series editor of 

Storyville at BBC Nick Fraser states unsubtly that Swedes “[w]ith their narcissistic sense of 

being the last progressives, intent on defending the cherished model of social equality”.140 To 

some degree, Larsson based the violent events in his books on actual scandals in Sweden. The 

inspiration for strong female lead character Lisbeth Salander he found in Astrid Lindgren’s 

unconventional and nonconformist Pippi Långstrump, in English known as Pippi Longstocking. 

The fictional Millennium magazine he in turn based on his own anti-racist Expo magazine, 

which was never quite as successful as Millennium was in the novels, but it did provide an 

alternative voice to surging anti-immigrant voices and the rise of the anti-immigrant, far-right 

and populist Sverigedemokraterna (Sweden Democrats).  

 

7.4 - Challenging identities: “they think we have murderers in our house” 

Millennium can be considered a part of Swedish society, but how it is understood differs widely. 

The Millennium stories are commonly regarded as part of the Nordic Noir, a genre comprising 

Scandinavian crime fiction with typically quite dark themes. Crime fiction in Sweden, or the 

Nordic countries for that matter, is indeed not new. The first international breakthrough of 

Swedish crime novels came with Maj Sjöwall and Par Wahlöö, who managed to reach great 

success outside of their native country and their works remain in print worldwide.141 Their 

books were violent and imbued with political messages, which in itself is not too different from 

the world of the works of Stieg Larsson.  

This is why it is not as surprising that the Swedish Institute, a public agency and cultural 

centre committed to promote Sweden domestically and abroad, puts Stieg Larsson in the 

Swedish tradition of crime novels, arguing that “it did not come as a complete surprise that a 

Swedish crime story would be this popular sooner or later”.142 In fact, Ann-Charlotte Jönsson, 

PR Manager of Stockholm Business Region – a company wholly owned by the City of 

Stockholm to promote the region of the Swedish capital city, argues that one of the reasons 

behind the success of Millennium and the Nordic Noir genre is the “contrast between the 

beautiful equal and open society and the cruelty in the stories”.143  

While Larsson can be considered a part of Nordic Noir, this perception embeds him in 

a tradition, obfuscating important differences from other crime works. The appeal of Larsson’s 
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works was different than Sjöwall and Wahlöö’s novels. In the former case, the popularity lead 

to a great number of other Swedish authors being introduced into foreign countries by receiving 

translations. This had not happened before.144 Larsson also disregarded many of the tropes 

usually connected to the Swedish crime writing genre. Unlike earlier crime works, the 

Millennium trilogy is not primarily focused on a male hero dealing with internal contradictions 

of Swedish society, but provides a piercing critique of Sweden which completely counters the 

conventional perception of the country as a cohesive, egalitarian and safe society.145  

What occurs is that the Swedish Institute and the city of Stockholm puts Larsson and 

his works forward as heritage. Both on the city level as well as the national level, cultural 

identities take shape from an almost inexhaustibly library of symbols, ceremonies, mythologies, 

locations, natural landscapes and material artefacts. As such, heritage is an inherently selective 

process which is present-focused. The supply of past material is turned into cultural, political 

and economic resources with aims for the present.146 Since the present changes, the way the 

past is used does so as well. Especially European cities, with their long past, serve as artefacts 

of identities. Cities also tend to borrow parts of their cultural identity from the national identity 

and this is most notably the case for capital cities, which are put forward as the symbol and 

representative of a country. This is also the case for Stockholm and Sweden.  

The reason why identities are created in the first place, has to do with nationalism, but 

tourism also has an impact on the creation of heritage and accompanying cultural identities. A 

cultural identity serves to create, as social anthropologist Catherine Palmer calls it, “a 

distinctive sense of nationhood for tourists”.147 Doǧan argues that the need to “preserve, display, 

adorn, and boast of the cultural resources arises only when there is an opportunity to exhibit 

these resources to others”.148 Nationhood or a sense of identity created, invented or dusted off 

for tourists is not just limited to perceptions tourists have. Oftentimes, these later get adopted 

by inhabitants. As Palmer states, “tourism's use of identity […] goes to the heart of a people 

because it serves to define their cultural identity and to make this visible, both to themselves, 

and to ‘others’”.149  
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 The Millennium series are a perfect example of how also modern products can be used 

and framed to promote and reinforce a sense of nationhood for tourists and for those living in 

Sweden. This is highlighted most notably by how the municipality of Stockholm and the city’s 

cultural department communicate Millennium as a part of the cultural heritage of Stockholm. 

Jönsson argues that the general international view of Stockholm and Sweden as “open, gender 

equal, innovative and sustainable” has not changed because of the brutality shown in the 

Millennium series. In terms of content, Millennium also has a Swedish background. Lisbeth 

Salander, as pointed out again by Jönsson, is a modern city Pippi Longstocking. She works in 

tech and she is gender equal; this “sits well with the general image [of Sweden]”.150  

 The Stockholm Stadsmuseet, or the City Museum of Stockholm, presents Millennium 

and its perception on the identity of Stockholm in a similar way. The website reads that the 

Museum considers it its task to “preserve the city’s cultural heritage, bring it to life and convey 

it to Stockholm residents, visitors and future generations”. The Stadsmuseet is located in a 

seventeenth century palace in the heart of Stockholm and displays exhibitions on contemporary 

and historical Stockholm and its inhabitants.151 In addition, the Museum organizes walking 

tours, among which the ABBA walk and the Millennium Tour. The demand for guided walks 

through Stockholm reached its peak between 2010 and 2012, when eight to ten thousand tourists 

made use of tours per year. Although the demand has since decreased, Millennium tours proved 

to be able to revive city walks in the Swedish capital.152 During these walks, the story of Stieg 

Larsson as well as the world of the Millennium trilogy get combined with narratives of the city 

of Stockholm. In the words of Sara Claesson, head of communications at the Stockholm City 

Museum: “the Stockholm City Museum's mission is to tell the story and the history of 

Stockholm, and in this case we do it through literature. This is no novelty [in itself], but the 

new [element] is that we produced this walking tour based on a best-selling and popular trilogy, 

in order to attract new visitors. We combine the history of Stockholm with the Millennium story, 

as well as of the story of Stieg Larsson”.153  

Although the Millennium Trilogy itself is not steeped into history, the tour puts the 

novels and movies into perspective. Since 2009, with the release of the Swedish movies, it is 

possible to see some of the locations where the Millennium trilogy take place. There is still 

                                                           
150 Ann-Charlotte Jönsson, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar, e-mail, March 9 – March 12, 2016. 
151 Stockholms Stad, “Stockholm City Museum,” Stadsmuseet, accessed March 10, 2016, 
http://stadsmuseet.stockholm.se/in-english/. 
152  Sebastian Christophersen, “Stieg Larsson’s Stockholm,” Mediatourism.info, accessed March 9, 2016, 
http://mediatourism.info/portfolio/stieg-larssons-stockholm-2/. 
153 Sara Claesson, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar, e-mail, March 9 – March 10, 2016. 
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demand, mainly from foreign tourists, who associate Millennium immediately with Stockholm, 

says Claesson.154 Even now, years after, it is possible to join a walking tour every Saturday.  

I participated in the tour on 12 March 2016 and tour guide Elisabeth Daude showed me, 

and a group of about fifteen others, around Södermalm, the district where most of the main 

characters in the Millennium universe live. Daude managed to combine the personal history of 

Stieg Larsson with the stories in the novels and the movies, while also weaving in the past of 

the city of Stockholm. The latter she most notably mentioned in the case of discrepancies 

between the fictional narrative and the actual situation. Mikael Blomkvist’s apartment on 

Bellmansgatan 1 is not that easily obtainable, for example.155 It is in fact owned and renovated 

by the city of Stockholm and the houses are now worth quite the amount of money.  

Daude mentioned that the tourist groups used to be bigger and joked that when some 

Swedish people saw the big group of visitors on Bellmansgatan, they supposedly remarked that 

“they think we have murderers in our house”. Although Daude told this as a joke, she does think 

Millennium tourists can have an image of Stockholm that the tourist board of the city might not 

necessarily appreciate. The tourist offices are, argues Daude, happy with the popularity the 

series induced, but not so much with the contents of the series, because Swedish people in 

Stockholm realize the Millennium material is taken from real-life. “Especially recently we see 

the reality of Millennium all over Europe,” states Daude. Swedish ideals such as equality and 

tolerance are themes that pop up throughout the Larsson’s works, but abuse and violence are 

also littered across the pages.156  

Both Sara Claesson and Ann-Charlotte Jönsson disagree the perception of visitors is 

different than the dominant view on Stockholm and Sweden. Jönsson argues that in the short 

term, violent real-life incidents have the potential to change people's behaviour. They might 

cancel a trip or ask if it is safe to visit, but after a couple of weeks the situation returns back to 

normal and the “image of Stockholm is intact”. When there are more incidents or when there is 

more instability, this might change, Jönsson points out, but for now, this is not the case. Some 

foreign visitors perceive Stockholm and Sweden as exotic, as Claesson mentions, but they 

“know how to separate fiction from reality”. They argue that as long as real-life incidents, like 

the ones in the Millennium Trilogy, remain limited, the general view of Sweden will stay the 

                                                           
154 Christophersen, “Stieg Larsson’s Stockholm.” 
155 The way Elisabeth Daude talked about the fictional characters was fascinating; she discussed them in a way 
in which they seem to actually inhabit our world. On Lisbeth she made remarks such as: “I will show you where 
Lisbeth has lived”. 
156 Elisabeth Daude, conversation with Wester Wagenaar, March 12, 2016. 
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same.157 In other words, a perception through which the country is viewed with old stereotypes 

prevails.  

 Henrik Selin, deputy director general of the Swedish Institute, puts the views of the 

tourist board in a more nuanced perspective. He notes that the Millennium series is read by 

several international commentators as if it has documentary relevance. Selin understands that 

Stieg Larsson is suggesting Sweden has its problems and “dark sides” and that these darker 

traits of Sweden have “conflicted” with a fairly idealistic image of Sweden abroad. According 

to him this is actually positive, for “if Sweden is perceived as a relevant country rather than an 

idealistic notion of a country, this is good”. A less fairy-tale like representation of Sweden “has 

proven to be more interesting to our international interlocutors”.158 The Swedish Institute, being 

an agency geared towards promoting Sweden, thus understands the value of communicating a 

more balanced picture of the country. Comparing his statements with those of others in the 

Swedish tourism sector, it is clear his opinions on the Swedish cultural identity differ.  

Nevertheless, the Swedish Institute argues that tourists who come to Stockholm to 

explore the dark universe of Stieg Larsson’s universe, will likely go home disappointed. Even 

though the series has contributed to depict Sweden in a more realistic and multi-faceted way 

than is common, tourists will find “corruption and violent crime rates in Sweden are 

comparatively low”.159 Yet, visitors cannot necessarily figure out the true nature of Larsson’s 

Sweden with a visit to the country. The premise of the series is that under the shiny layers of 

Swedish society, crime and inequality are very much apparent. As such, contents tourists will 

not be able to fact check that either way. Visitors will most likely not be murdered, for the crime 

rate in Sweden is indeed low. Yet, Millennium has the potential to influence people’s perception 

of Sweden, especially because it is so popular.   

 

7.5 - Conclusions 

The alternative image of Stockholm presented by Millennium and its tourists does not seem to 

challenge the hegemonic ideology of the city. This is mostly the case because the Millennium 

trilogy gets framed in a way in which it becomes a part of the identity of Stockholm and thereby 

is impossible to become hegemonic itself. Location- and contents-wise it is projected as a 

typical Swedish project, with Swedish characters, Swedish notions of equality and a part of the 

                                                           
157 Claesson, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar. Jönsson, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar. 
158 Henrik Selin, correspondence with Wester Wagenaar, e-mail, April 18, 2016. 
159 Swedish Institute, “Sweden Beyond the Millennium and Stieg Larsson” (Swedish Institute, February 2013), 33, 
https://si.se/wp-content/uploads/2013/02/Sweden_beyond_the_Millennium.pdf. 
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long tradition of Swedish crime stories. In this way, Millennium can impossibly be called 

‘dangerous’.  

Still, the city of Stockholm and its tourist board seem to emphasize and mention only 

those elements of Millennium they agree with. Their narrative on Stieg Larsson’s works and 

their supposed Swedishness stays on the superficial level and the actual contents of the series 

are not dealt with. Other voices, such as those of the Swedish Institute that wishes to find a 

balance between the positive ideals of Sweden and a more realistic representation, can be heard. 

In general, however, the illusions the series challenge are not addressed, because it is those 

illusions that harm the image of the egalitarian, fair and safe Sweden the tourism industry 

prefers to exhort. Whether this is the result of a conscious effort or not, it does not change 

Stockholm’s predominant pick-and-choose situation.  
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8 – Discussion: case study comparison 
 

In all three case studies, the way in which the respective city is understood by contents tourists, 

does not wholly match the image tourist boards and municipalities prefer to push. We find 

different ways in which cities deal with new meanings, identities if you will, ascribed to them. 

Judging from the case studies, there are at least three distinct ways in which a new identity 

brought forth by contents tourism is mitigated. It can be mostly embedded, balanced or largely 

ignored in a city. These responses are closely related to the ways in which contents tourism is 

looked upon.  

There are three perceptions that can prevail in a city: acceptance, reluctance or 

indifference. Either positive or negative attitudes to contents tourism are mostly apparent, while 

not caring is a third possibility. The case studies show all three. Stockholm views Millennium 

tourism in a positive light and thus embeds the contents tourism and proactively makes use of 

the phenomenon to boost the city’s attractiveness and image. Still, not all of the contents are 

able to complement the Swedish identities, so a pick-and-choose situation is apparent. In 

Volterra anxiety was predominant when Twilight tourism appeared, so a balancing strategy was 

employed by stakeholders in the city to be able to profit from the new demographic, but not 

devalue the city identity. Lastly, most parties in Oxford treat Harry Potter tourism with 

indifference. Shops sell Harry Potter goods and tour guides are organized, but the shooting sites 

do not promote themselves as such. Also on the city level an emphasis is kept on preserving the 

identity of Oxford as an historic, academic city.  

What is obfuscated here are the differing opinions some stakeholders have in the 

respective European cities. For example, in Volterra it was noticeable that some were more 

willing to adapt to Twilight tourism than others. Some shops started selling merchandise of the 

series, while others regarded that as selling out their city and identity. In Sweden, some of the 

organizations dealing with tourism showed divergent opinions on Millennium tourism. 

Nevertheless, along broad lines, the cities definitely showed distinct differences in their 

attitudes towards the respective contents tourism that occurred there.   

What decides whether there is a predominant positive, negative, or indifferent attitude 

towards contents tourism? This has to do with to what degree the identity brought in by contents 

tourists is regarded as challenging and dangerous – a subjective matter. There are a variety of 

reasons that can impact these perceptions. If a city already has a plurality of identities by 

narratives that link to the city, a new one does not seem to easily impact the status quo, as is the 
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case in Oxford. Instead a focus was kept on the city’s history and scholarship. Indifference can 

then be a result.  

Volterra’s case is largely characterized by the city having a lot to lose. The city’s tourism 

industry is almost entirely focused around its history. In addition, of the three cities, contents 

tourism had the strongest impact in Volterra. The city has fewer inhabitants, so the new visitors 

are more visible. Interestingly, although Volterra seemed to guard its cultural identity and 

authenticity more than Oxford and Stockholm did, in comparison, Volterra capitalized more on 

the sudden influx of extra tourists – especially since its old tourism industry was in decline at 

the time. Merchandising in Volterra, the city that saw Twilight both as a threat and an 

opportunity, became big business, while the other two cities engaged in it to a significantly 

smaller extent. This seems to also indicate cultural differences in the way tourism is managed.  

In Stockholm’s case, Millennium is put forward by the tourist offices as a Swedish 

product with Swedish characters, even though that is not completely apparent from the source 

material. Ironically the works largely criticize the elements the tourist board uses to promote 

the country. What thus makes the Millennium case special, is that Millennium arguably deals 

less directly with the past as Harry Potter and Twilight do. As such, Millennium is especially 

interesting on the value level.  

An interesting question to ask in this regard is the extent to which the country of origin 

of contents tourism-inducing products have an impact on how challenging identities are 

mitigated. When products originate from the same country a city is located in, there might be 

less resistance to adopt the product as part of a cultural identity. As such, hypothetically, one 

might ask whether Stockholm would be as willing to welcome contents tourism induced by  

Millennium and whether opposition in Italy would have been as strong if Twilight had been of 

Italian origins. Interestingly though, all three locations, including Volterra and with Oxford to 

a lesser degree, manage to connect the respective products to their own heritage. Framing them 

in such a way, they emphasize rather than completely compete with the hegemonic cultural 

identity of a city.  

Another aspect to note is that there is a discrepancy in the way Harry Potter was 

connected to Oxford’s heritage on the city and on the national level. The city itself did not wish 

to acknowledge the tourist phenomenon by putting it on a pedestal, but national tourism 

promotions did do so. This disparity did not occur in Stockholm, because it is the capital city 

of Sweden and the cultural identity of the city is entwined with the national one. It was also not 

the case in Volterra, since the city is a small fish compared to the big tourism magnets of the 

country, like Rome and Pisa. 
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9 – Conclusion 

 

This thesis has shown how contents tourism can have a profound impact on the cultural 

identities of historic European cities. There are three ways contents tourism can be perceived: 

there are positive or negative attitudes towards it, with indifference as a third option. Most 

stakeholders subsequently deal with new city identities brought about by contents tourism 

mostly by framing them in such a way they align with the hegemonic identity of the city.  

 The case studies of this thesis made clear how crucial this framing is. In Oxford, the 

sites important for Harry Potter fans, all buildings which make up Oxford University, regard 

the tourism mostly with indifference. The city’s Visitor Information Service also prefers to 

focus on Oxford’s heritage, rather than the city’s links to films. At the same time, the city is 

already host to a plurality of narratives and no single one is put in the spotlight. The majority 

of these narratives make use of Oxford’s brand of intellectualism, resulting in an even stronger 

hegemonic city identity. Heritage tourism and contents tourism thus seem to come together.  

When Twilight tourism appeared in the historic city of Volterra, anxiety was 

predominant. There was genuine fear the value of the heritage of the city would decrease and a 

part of the identity would disappear. The municipality, tourist industry and other stakeholders 

thus got together and decided that the historic identity of the Italian city should be preserved. 

To still profit from the influx of new tourists and to gain a more contemporary image, some 

accommodating was done however. Shops started selling Twilight merchandise and tour guides 

went on to do vampire tours. Here too, framing proved crucial. Instead of becoming known as 

the city of vampires, the tourist offices opted for city of mysteries instead, encapsulating both 

the vampire connection and Volterra’s Etruscan heritage. The result was that while Twilight 

tourists came for vampires, they got treated to Volterra’s history instead. The hegemonic 

identity thus got slightly warped to accommodate the new tourists, but largely persisted in its 

old shape.  

The city of Stockholm and its tourism parties largely regard tourism induced by the 

Millennium series in a positive manner. Millennium and its tourism is therefore proactively 

promoted. Yet, because the series ironically criticize many of the values that make up the image 

of Stockholm and Sweden as a capital of safeness, equality and fairness, it is framed in such a 

way as not to challenge the hegemonic identity of the city. A cherry-picking situation can be 

witnessed where the elements of Millennium that agree with the hegemonic narrative are 

promoted.  
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This thesis has shown that not all identities brought about by contents tourism are 

perceived as challenging in Europe. Nevertheless, all three case studies show that contents 

tourism has influenced city identities at least to a certain degree. Identity and interests intersect 

and when that is the case; a city has something tangible and intangible to lose. Most European 

cities pride themselves on their rich history, which makes the potential impact of contents 

tourism bigger. In fact, it is so important that contents tourism demands a response. Even acting 

indifferent can have profound effects. The extent to which contents tourism necessarily proves 

a challenging concoction for cities’ cultural identities is hard to indicate yet, but that it can have 

a profound impact, has been shown in this thesis.  

Of course, contents tourism is not alone in being able influence local cultural identities. 

This thesis has therefore also contributed to the more general understanding of how challenges 

for city identities are mitigated. How does a hegemonic narrative deal with alternatives? 

Regardless of what external or internal identities are brought into a city, the three possible 

perceptions detailed in this study – acceptance, indifference or reluctance – can be expected in 

cases outside of contents tourism as well ■     

 

*     *     * 

 

Research expanding on this thesis promises to be fruitful. Tourism is dealt with in different 

ways across countries and cultural factors can play a decisive role in the way tourism is 

approached around the world. This also seems to be the case for how cities decide to deal with 

contents tourism. It merits further research to find out whether ways to deal with contents 

tourism are influenced by culture and in what way this occurs. It might be that some cities have 

a more rigid cultural identity than others. In addition, I invite others to provide more qualitative 

research, perhaps even quantitative studies, in order to complement, nuance or further discuss 

the study conducted here.    
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